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, Governor Mills received a message
today from his son, Wilson Mills, stating that he and his party had arrived
in the Meadow City after a fine trip.
With the governor's son was Executive Clerk John W. Roberts and Wallace Flake. They will return 'early
next week.
Appointed Trustee.
Governor Mills has appointed Geo.
D. Parrish of Springer, a trustee of
the New Mexico Reform School.
For the Treasury.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
has received the sum of $464.66 from
J. A. Baird, treasurer of Otero county
and $54.50 from Game and Fish War-4eThomas P. Gable.
Contest Case.
A contest was filed in the Santa Fe
land office by Solomon Quintana vs.
Daniel Vigil, (he 09235). Also by Eva
Darrow vs. Robert W. Bray . (he
nonresi-idenc07198) both on ftie ground of

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, Aug. 12 The
conference report on the wool tariff
revision bill was presented to the
House today by Representative Underwood, who requested that the report
and accompanying
statement, lust
prepared, be printed in the record under the rules of the House.
Minority Leader Mann made the
point that even that action could not
be taken until the Senate acted on the
'

,

(By special uea.aea Wire to New Mexican)
Rome, Aug. 12. At noon today, thej
general condition of Pope Pius was
described by his physicians as "rela-

tively satisfactory."
The

Pontiff

somewhat

appeared

stronger. His temperature remained
slightly above normal and the depression which has characterized his
illness at times had not been entirely

overcome.

This afternoon, the Pope, in a conmore prolonged than has
versation
report.
He argued that the body "agreeing been usual during the past' several
to the holding of a conference," must days, urged Cardinal Merry del Val,
the Papal secretary of state, to go
act first ou the conference report.
as he had' planned, to his villa at
Statehood Forces Lining Up.
Monte Marieo, tomorrow.
Special to the New Mexican.
The Pope did not get up this mornWashington, D. C,, Aug. 12 Ear
nest work is proceeding on both sides ing, explaining that he felt better in
bed than in the chair which he
of each House over the prospect of his
occupied at times yesterday.
passing the Flood statehood resolution
The pains in his knee continued but
over the president's veto. The storm
were less severe. The swelling, which
center will be in the Senate. The Re- diminished
yesterday, has since republican leaders claim that the Repub- mained
stationary.
Off for Roswell.
lican regulars will stand firm. The
This afternoon the approach of a
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa Democrats acknowledge the loss of
violent electrical storm caused the
accompanied by Mrs. Jaffa and family Bailey and O'Gorman, Democrats, of
and Territorial Land Commissioner Crawford and of two or three other in- Pope a headache ana a feeling of oppression.
and Mrs. Ervien will leave at 8 o'clock dependent Republicans.
Rampolla May Succeed Pius.
tomorrow for Roswell. The trip will
The wool conferees reached a com
It is reported that Cardinal Rampolbe made by auto. They will return
promise on a reductions of yarns from la, while at Elnsiedeln, Switzerland,
the end of the week.
3.90 to 3.50, tops 34 to 32 and an in met a
prominent Austrian who notiPostoffices.
crease on blankets from 33 to 38.
fied him that independent of the bulThe postofflce at Reglna, Sandoval
letin Issued by Pope Pius X, forbidSplit Over Free Lemons.
reestabljcounty, has been ordered
D.
Washington,
Aug. 12. The ding Catholic powers to veto candiished and Wesley F. Fish has been conference on the C,
free list bill today dates for the
should a conappointed to take charge of the of- refused to agree to the Kern Senate clave be held, Papacy,
Austria would not opfice as postmaster. The following
addition pose the election of Rampolla. Card
new postmasters have been appoint- amendment limiting the free
of meats and cereals to those countries inal Rampolla was secretary of state
Lincoln
ed: John W. Stewart, Alto,
with the United States reciprocal for Pope Leo XIII, and was frequently
county; Florence C. Hynd, Madrid,
and which was des mentioned as , Ms successor in the
Santa Fe county, D. Hoyt Wood, Pon-1!- , trade agreements,
ignated to confine such free importa- Pontificate. It was reported that his
Colfax county.
tion to imports from Canada. It also candidacy was vetoed by Austria.
Fourth Cavalry at Cloudcroft.
The Fourth V. S. Cavalry has start- refused to agree to the House amended overland from Fort Bliss to Cloud- ment adding lemons to the free list CONGRESSMAN TELLS HOW
senTO MAKE MINT JULEP.
croft, Otero county, for summer camp. The conferees accepted ail other
The bill will be
is in command. ate amendments.
Colonel E.
to the Senate immediately Dr. Harvey W. Wiley, a Teetotaller,
They covered 25 miles yesterday to sent, back
' Chosen as One of Judges on
Hueco, Otero county, where the first for a vote on the Kern amendment and
Merits of Drink.
day's camp was made. Today Oro the House for another vote on the lemGrande was reached. On Monday Es on amendment.. These will probably
rnndido. on Tuesday Alamogordo, and be taken on Monday to which date to- - (Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
, C. Aug. 12. Repre
Washington,
.Wednesday, Cloudcrof V will Je Ihetaay ijbthHouses adjourned:
sentative Ollie James of Kentucky,
Agreement on Compaign Publicity. and Dr.
goal. The crack cavalry band accom
Harvey W. Wiley, government
Washington, D. C, Aug. 12. Agree
panied the regiment and camp will be
food expert, who with Henry
pure
machine
The
on
Zenith
Park.
ment
bill
the
in
publitciy
campaign
pitched
was reached by the Senate and House Watterson of Louisville, were named
gun platoon was taken along.
as a committee to settle an alleged
conferees.
U. S. Bring Suit.
as to the merits, of a mint
The measure as agreed on will prac $2,000 bet
A suit was filed in District Clerk Edinterviews today touching
Julip,had
United
be
same
as
the
the
office
that
tically
by
adopted that famous beverage.
ward L. Safford's
and
Senate
Denver
whici amended' the
by the
States of America vs. The
The utterance of Mr. James, popuRio Grande charging violation of the House bHl by providing publicity in larly supposed because of his place
sixteen-hou- r
law, specifically naming primary as well as other elections. of residence, to be
set
E .B Cornell, conductor, having been The limitation of campaign expendi- forth that a mint julep should be
to
tures
$5,000 for congressmen and mixed in a silver
required to work more than 16 hours
cup, a lump of sugar
on November 10 and 11, 1911, 1910 Be- $10,000 far senatorial candidate will be in the bottom, with a leaf or two of
tween Alamosa and Chama; a second retained. The conference will be sub- mint Next comes cracked ice filling
suit naming T. F. Kenton as one re- mitted to both jiouses on Monday.
the cup to the brim. The ice must be
stirred as it is put in, thus crushing
quired to break the law; a third suit
the mint a bit and putting a fine frost
naming H. A. Henkle, a brakeman and ADMIRAL TOGO REVIEWS
a fourth suit naming. J. P. Looney, a
CADETS AT WEST POINT. on the outside of the cup, an ornamental feature highly regarded.' The
telegraph operator who had to work,
it is alleged more than 13 hours. A fine He Carefully Inspects Academy Build- - stirring must be done with a silver
of $500 in each suit is asked by the
spoon if the true Kentucky ideal Is to
tags and Lunches With
be gained. Then the whiskey is pour
Commandant.'
government, or $2,000 in all, which is
Special Leased W.-r-e to New Mexican) ed In and the wonder 1b complete.
the maximum penalty.' The suit is (By
'
West Point, Aug. ,12. The cadets
tiled by U. S. Attorney David J. Leahy.
Wiley a Teetotaler.
the United States Military Academy
It happens that in Dr. Wiley a tee
Educators Back.
Superintendent of Public Instruc- passed in review today before Admi- totaler was secured as a judge. .. Dr.
tion J. E. Clark is back from Tucum-- ral Togo, who arrived here from New Wiley said if he were called on to procarl where he looked after school mat York after a three hours' trip on board duce a mint Julep he would procure
the Mayflower, placed vat his disposal some mint, look up some Washington
ters.
Acisio by 'President Tatt. After careful ob- bartender and ask him to make the
Assistant Superintendent
Gallegos has returned from a trip to servation of the military academy julep.
Mountainair. Guadalupe and Union buildings, the admiral and party took
resienuntlea.
inspecting Institutes. He luncheon at the commandant's
HENRY C.
''"'' '. "' '". ". CONGRESSMAN
;"'
was very cordially received especially dence.
LOUDENSLAGER IS DEAD
in Union county which he had not As the Mayflower, coming from New
York, steamed by Grant's tomb, a Was
visited- - for a dozen years.
Secretary of the National Repub
I lean
Mr. Gallegos .said that there are 56 ougier Blew taps 'while everyone
Congressional Campaign
'
teachers at the Guadalupe institute, aboard including Admiral Togo and
jyiJJiGominlttee.
32 at the Mountainair institute, and his aides, stood at attention.
Following the military demonstra (Br Special .eased Wire to New Mexican)
71 at tbe Union county institute and
that in the latter halt of the teachers tion, the admiral and his party were Paulsboro, N. J., Aug.
entertained at tea by Mrs. Barry, wife
hold first grade certificates.
Henry C, Loudenslager died at
Mr. Gallegos said that he was ex of the commandant..
his residence here this morning.
.j
In a toast, General Barry referred
Mr. Loudenslager was ten times
ceedingly well impressed with the
Togo as the greatest elected to Congress from the First
wur& ul me lencnCTB lit iikh uiiw in to Admiral
stitutes and that it gave him genuine living naval hero." The admiral re New Jersey district and during the
sponded modestly with a toast to the last three Congressional
campaigns
pleasure to see so many bright, was secretary of the Republican Conpresident of the United States.
date educators
the territory,
lj
gressional campaign committee. He
, , ,
was 69 years old.
TEN GIRL8 TO BOOST FOR '
INTERNATIONAL MOTOR BOAT
He had been ailing for a long time.
HOUSTON AT CONVENTION.
RACES ARE POSTPONED,
Says the Congressional Record:
Henry Clay Loudenslager, RepubliIBy Special Leased Wit to New Mexican) International Typographical Union
can, of Paulsboro, Gloucester county,
New York, Aug. 12. The InternaConvenes at 8an Francisco,
was born May 22, 1852; leaving the
tional motor boat races originally set t.- -. ,.. ..
California.
twenty-fiftBv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) home farm he engaged in business la
for the twenty-fourtof this month were San Francisco, Calif... Aug. 12. A Philadelphia, Pa., in 1872; continued
and twenty-sixt- h
postponed
today to Septem special train arrived here today from it ten years; was elected county clerk
formally
in 1887; secretary
Houston, Texas, with delegates to the In 1882;
ber i, 5, and 6,
International ..Typographical Union's of the Republican Congressional cam
convention, which opens here Mondaj paign committee in 1906 and 1908;
The party Included ten girls from the was elected to the Fifty-thirFifty,
PROGRAM
MUSICAL
X
Flftynslxth,
Fifty.
,
;
TOMORROW NIGHT. X Texas city brought along as "boost fourth, Fifty-fiftX
ers' to secure the next convention for seventh.
and Sixtieth
Houston. , - 4,
to the Six
Congresses, and
At' the lecture' of Dr. ,.Mc- - X
X
. Congress,
27,443
receiving
of
X
the
X Queen Graypresident
PEN8ACOLA SHUT OFF
votes, to 17,640 for. Bdward E. Gross- X University of New Mexico in - X
FROM WORLD BY STORM. cup, Democrat;
1,140 for Charles C,
X the Hall of Representatives to-- 4 X
Reed; national prohibitionist, and 810
X morrow evening a,t 8:30 p. m., X (By Special Leased Wire to New
Mexican) for John I. Henderson, Socialist
X on the "First Three Centuries X - New Orleans, La, Aug.
x of Christianity," the last public X cola, Florida, was shut oft from wire TYPHOON DAMAGE8 AMERICAN
X appearance of Miss Virginia
communication with the rest Of the
PROPERTY AT 8HANQHAI.
X Bean, the .talented violinworld todays a result of a storm
move
to
X ist, who will shortly
which swept that part of the gulf coast
llexloan)
(By Special Leased Wire to New -a.
X El Paso with her. parentsj wtlU X yesterday.
1 it
i '
xjShanghai, China, Aug. vi.X lbbvj yiauis, dims ui rauinr m osi
received
Reports
Rut sight were
did considevable damage
X violin sola Mr. W. D. Hayes X that the wind was ninety miles an hour phoon odsy
to the property of Amsterdam Dredg-X will sing a solo,
and was the worst since the hurricane
tag Company. But little lost was
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX of September, 1906.
caused to sh.pplng generally, . ,
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(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) (By Pppclal Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, Aug. 12. Tbe
Washington, D. C. Aug. 12. After
discussing a structural steel agree- Senate committee on foreign relations
TODAY N CONGRESS.
ment for apportioning produces today agreed to recommend the ratifi
througho it the country, an arrange- cation of the arbitration treaties with
Senate. ment said to have been discouraged Great Britain and France so amended
Met at noon.
J
as to eliminate the paragraph conferrCotton bill taken for considby E. H. Gary of the U. S. steel trust
on the Joint commission of inquiry
ing
committee
today adjourn,
eration,
investigating
j
the right to determine what are in
ed until October 16.
Order Investigation of election of Senator Stephenson of
W. C. Temple, of Pittsburg, who was ternational questions justifiable un
of Wisconsin.
commissioner of the Steel Plate Asso- der the terms of the treaties. Tbe
President has informed .members of
Agreed to vote Monday on
ciation, was the last witness.
the
however, that he will
proposed discontinuance of the
Among other things he told how J. exertconvention,
himself to the utmost to insure
National Monetary Commission
P. Morgan once refused a $160,000,000
inclusion of this paragraph in the
on December 4.
option on the Carnegie Steel Company
Vice President announce-- ! X and Blx months later paid $500,0000,000 ultimate action of the Senate.
Much Opposition to Arbitration.
Flint X for that oroDerty.
resignation of
Washington, D. C, Aug. 12. The ar
V
from that committee.
A LetterFrom Stone.
bitration treaties with Great Britain
Foreign committee agreed to
Washington, D. C. Aug. 12. When and France were considered by the
recommend ratification of arthe House commitete inquiring into Senate In executive Hession today. The
bitration treaties with Great
steel trust affairs re- discussion lasted only two hours and
the
Britain and France. Modified.
sumed its hearings today, it was with was without result. Much opposition
.Confirmed recerfl diplomatic
the expectation that a recess would developed, leading some of the friends
nominations. Senator Bacon
be taken late this afternoon until aut- of the agreements to doubt whether
chosen president pro tem for X
umn.; At the outset of today's session, they can be ratified at this time even
Monday.
Chairman Stanley of the committee, in amended form.
to
(Conferees having failed
received a telegram from Melville- E.
agree the resolution for direct
Stone, general manager of the Associ- JOKE COST TWO
has
S.
U.
of
Senators
election
DETECTIVES THEIR LIVES.
ated Press, requesting a hearing. He
been postponed until next sesrewill
wben
be
heard
the
committee
sion.
Shot Down By Brother Officer on
sumes after the recess.
Considered arbitration treaWhom They Had Jumped Out
Mr. Stone's telegram to Mr. Stanley
ties for two hours in executive
of the Darkness.
read: "Albany, N. Y., Aug. 11, '11.
session without result. Grave
Hon. A. O. Stanley, Washington, D. C.
doubt of action at this, session.
to Nw Mexican
"Have just learned that a personal (Bv Special tnoed Wire 12.
Free List Bill agreed on in
Particulars
Mich.,
Detroit,
Aug.
to
of
mine
was
letter
Oakleigh Thorne
conference except as to the
I .
UL
(1 u
LUC QUVIVfllUC,
vi
iauiti
introduced in evidence today.
free
Kern amendment and
land Frank J. Cook, special detectives
"It is only fair to say that this let- for the Lake Shore railroad, who were
lemons.
bill
ter was written under what now killed
publicity
Campaign
last night by Special Officer
proves to have been a misapprehen- William
agreed on in conference.
Burnett, of the Michigan Cension of the facts and its use before tral
Adjourned at 2:41 p. m. until
railroad, on the Michigan Cennoon Monday.
your commitete without explanation is tral tracks near Junction avenue,
unjust.
show that the men met death as the
"I therefore request a hearing at result of a Joke that
House.
they attempted
Met. at 12:04 p. m.
your hands.
to play on Burnett. They were all
Recessed 12:20 until 1 p. m.
"MELVILLE E. STONE." on the best of terms and met at the
(Signed)
to receive wool bill conference
"The chairman," announced Mr. Junction of the two roads every night.
report with a view to adoption
Stanley, will be very glad to hear from Last night. Cook and' Vreeland, know
on Monday.
Mr. Stone.
ing that Burnett had had trouble
News of death of Representa"I received a telegram from Mr. with two car robhers, decided they
tive Loudenslager of New Jer- X Stone this morning," said Representa- would hide behind a car and spring
sey received.
tive Littleton, "I do not happen to have on him as he passed.
Steel trust investlgayng comit with me, but in it he requested that . Burne.tt, not . recognizing, either .of
mittee continued hearings."
his telegram to Mr. Stanley be intro- the men in the darkness, drew his
Adjourned at 3 p. m. until
duced In the record of proceedings." gun and shot four times at them, three
Monday noon out of respect to
All the members of the committee of the bullets taking effect. Burnett
memory of Representative Louexpressed the opinion that Mr. Stone then ran down the tracks to Junction
denslager.
should be given an opportunity to. ap- avenue, where he met Patrolman Dan
iel O'Connor, who was hastening topear.
R. C Boiling, one of the counsel for wards the scene of the shooting.
I ve Just shot a couple of car
the U. S. steel corporation, declared
he said. The two men went
Washington, D. C, Aug. 12 The that "On behalf of Mr.
thieves,"
I
Perkins,
House cotton bill was taken up by the would
to the committee that back and looked at the bodies. When
suggest
Burnett saw who the men were that
Senate today on motion of Senator Mr. Stone be subpoenaed."
I
Smoot of Utah.
Mr. Littleton moved that when the he had shot he broke down. O'Con
nor took blm to the 4th precinct sta
Senator Cummins of Iowa, offered committee resumed after a
recess,
tion where' he was locked up.
his amendment for the revision of the Mr. Stone be heard.
iron and steel schedule of the tariff
This was agreed to.
bill.
LABOR TROUBLES IMMINENT
ON HARRIMAN LINES.
Flint Resigns From Commission.
MEN ENTOMBED
THREE
Washington, D. C, Aug. 12. A vote
IN POTTSVILLE COAL MINE.
Employes' Federation Asks for Con
will be taken by the Senate at 1:45 p.
ference on Demands of Shop-me- n
m. Monday next on the Cummins bill, Tapping on Rails Leads to Believe
for Higher Wages.'
National
Monetary
the
that
providing
That at Least One of Them is
commission make its final report on
Still Alive.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
December 4 next, and then be disSan Francisco, Calif., Aug. 12. It
solved. Following Senator Bailey's (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) was announced last
night by Presi
MoneNational
12.
A
the
from
Pa.,
Pottsville,
Aug.
large dent E. L. Reguin, of the Employes'
resignation
force
Sherof
miners
and laborers have Federation of the Harriman lines,
tary commission, Vice President
man today received a telegram from been working without cessation since that
representatives of the trades afformer Senator Flint of California, an yesterday afternoon in an effort to filiated with the Employes Federation
nouncing his resignation from the com reach three men who are entombed in will request within a few days that
mission. No reason was given for the the gangway of the Bast colliery at Julius Kruttschnitt, director of main
'
Until tenance and
Big Mine Run near Ashland.
decision.
operation, name a date
late, last night, it was thought the for a conference with representatives
Business Engagements Pretext.
men had been crushed to death, but
of the employes to consider demands
Los Angeles, Calif., Aug. 12. "Bus
tapping on the fails had been heard of the shopmen for increased pay and
me
from
iness engagements prevented
one
and
is
is
it certain that at least readjustment of working conditions.
giving to the Monetary Commission alive.
Putting it Up to Kruttschnitt.
the .time 1 thought necessary for the
men, Anthony ThornI
T
i,
San Francisco, Calif., Aug. 12. L
- The entombed
worn, m,
inereiore, i
Tahalnafcl und John Tin.
pteI.
sent a telegram to Chicago to
This was the only statement former ,an y,aA fl.phofl
,u 0,t
y,M Reguin
Senator Prank P. Flint would make to-- : the gangway roof fell and shut off day to Julius Kruttschnitt asking
whether he would receive a committee
aay relative to nis teiegram io vice tnejr exj(."
of shopmen for conference regarding
me
irom
President Sherman, resigning
shorter hours and increased wages.
National Monetary Commission.
NO ACTION ON DIRECT
If a refusal be returned by Krutt
Another Senatorial Investigation.
ELECTION OF SENATOR . schnitt. the men will proceed to New
'
Washing, D. C., Aug. 12. An Inves
York and demand a right to be heard.
tigation of tne election of TJ. S. Sena- As In Statehood Matter, It Is Demo
tor Isaac Stephenson of Wisconsin,
orats Who Are Playing Dog
WEEK'S STRIKE COST
was decided in a resolution passed oy
"
in the Manger. LONDON $7,500,000,
'
the Senate
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today.
May Sit During Recess.
Washington, D.. C, Aug.ii 12. The
resolution was reported to the Senate
by Chairman Dillingham of, the elections committee which at a meeting to-day approved the recommendation of
a
granting the Wiscon-sin legislature's request for an lnves- tlgatlon. The committee was author
ized to sit during the recess of Congress, to subpoena witnesses and to
call for all the necessary papers.
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Kansas City. Mo.. Aue. 12. No
relief from the excessive heat which
has prevailed in the southwest for a
week is in sight according to the U.
S. weather forecaster here. Temperatures at 7 o'clock this morning seemed to indicate that yesterday's fl.
ures which were about 100 all throueh
Kansas and
Missouri,
Oklahoma.
ould

be equalled.

The

followina

temperatures at that hour were re
corded:
Kansas City 80: Wichita. Kansas.
Oklahoma City, and Fort Smith, Ark,
8; bt. Joseph, Mo., 76; Omaha, Neb.,
0; Fort Worth, Tex., 74.
LIQUIDATION ON WALL
STREET GATHERS MOMENTUM

Selling of Stock Was Resumed

at

Today's Opening and Main
Issues Decline.
CBv Special Leasfd Wire to NVw Mexican)
New Tork, Aug. 12 Selling of
stock was resumed at the opening of
today's market. The feature was
Union Pacific with initial offerings of
8,000 shares at 172
to
compared
with 173
at yesterday's close. Unit
ed States Steel oipned with 6,000
shares at 72
to
a maximum
loss of
.Lehigh Valley, American
Smelting and St. Paul declined a
point each and other active stocks
fell material fractions.
The liquidation movement gathered
8

8

8

8

increased momentum at center of the
opening, being particularly noticeable
in Union Pacific, which came out in
large lots at rapidly decreasing
prices.
The weakness of the stock, probably
more than any other one feature, was
responsible for the decline which was
most prominent in the high grade Issues. U. S. Steel sold off with greater ease than before. All through the
list new low records were established.
Union Pacific lost more than four
points with two point losses in over
half a score of other speculative issues. The street was full of rumors
affecting this- or that important intor-eelsuch as are invariably prevalent
in times of excitement. The market
rallied a point here and there, but its
t.ndertone continued very feverish.
The market closed steady. first rally was Toirowed by another decline to the previous low. r
which trading diminished and tbe
list developed a steadier tendency.
Supporting orders at this point resulted in recoveries, which' in some
cases, including V. S. Steel, Pennsylvania and New York Central, extended to above yesterday's close, i In the
final dealings prices shaded again.
af-e-

ANOTHER

VIOLENT SCENE
IN CAMORRA TRIAL.

Alessandro Lloy, Attorney for the
fense, Accused of Unprofessional

De-

Conduct

1

(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Viterbo, Aug. 12. Alessandro Lloy,
the attorney for the defense, who had
been accused of unprofessional conduct by the prosecution and rebuked
by the court for precipitating violent
scenes, was the object of an unfriend
ly demonstration at today's proceedings in the Camorra trial. Grimaldi,
formerly chief of the branch of Camorra at Castellamare, took the stand
and testified that Lloy had bribed him
to bear false witness against Tomaso
de Angelis. It is charged that the
Camorrlsts, wishing to divert suspicion from themselves, caused ; tbe
priest, falsely to denounce de Angelis
and Gaetlno Amedio as the murderers
of Gennaro
Cuoccolo and Slgnora
Cuoccolo. '
SENATOR BACON OF
GEORGIA IS HONORED.

(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, Aug. 12. Senator Bacon of Georgia was today chosen president pro tem of the Senate
Flood of Traffic in World Metropolis for next Monday, On account' of the
enforced absence of Vice President
Released Today by Settlement
Sherman. The motion was made by
Reached Last Night.
Senator Smoot of Utah. The Senate
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)' Is without a permanent president pro
London, Eng., Aug. 12. London is tempore, having failed to agree on a
almost itself again today. A few hours. successor to the late Senator Frye.
.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, Aug. 12. There
will be no final action on the direct
election of senators at this session of
Congress.
The House and Senate conference
' committee failed to agree Jpon the
which extends after the official announcement that
Bristow amendment
federal authority over state elections, the strike had been settled last night;
The House refused to yield on that had sufficed to release the flood of X
DR. CARROLL'S LECTURE
X
The subject will be considered at next traffic which had been held up for two
X
session of Congress.
"Golden Age of Athens"
or three days and supplies were rush
X
ed out to replenish the empty markets
Illustrated.
X
In his lecture tonight at 8:00 X
and stores. - It is estimated that the.
o'clock in the Lecture room of X
week's strike of the dockmen and car
8CHOOL OP AMERICAN ARCHAEOLOGY.
X riers has cost the metropolis at least
the School of American Archae X
X $7.500,000.
Saturday Evening.
J
ology, Dr. Carroll will briefly X,
;
v
"
General Secretary Carroll will present his splendidly illustrated
sketch the life, literature and X
lecture: "The Golden Age of Athens. This lecture fornu the ell- - X CORPORATION EMPLOYES
art of the Golden Age of Ath- X
aax of Or. Carroll's course, leading up. to his Sunday night lecture: X
ens. Taking the Acropolis, as X
OUT ON A STRIKE.
,
X
"Paul at Athens," on August 20.
X the symbol of the artistic life of i X
8UNDAY EVENING,
X City of Glasgow Cannot Run Its Street
Athens, he will. By the aid
X
X
,
t the Hall of Representatives at the Capitol.
Cars Because of Violenee
ueacriDe me ' x
oicicui,iiv,uu
President E. McQueen Gray gives the third Sunday night lecture X
of Workmen.
the Erechtheum X
Propylaea,
of the course on the subject: '"The First Three Centuries of Christl- - X
and the Parthenon, with special ' X
'
reference to the Parthenon ' X
anity." One of the most learned of Biblical scholars and one of the X (By Special Leased Wire to New fextern)
most polished speakers, who has ever appeared lit Santa Fe, Dr. X
Glasgow, Scotland, Aug. 12. The
sculptures, which are now in X
Gray's lecture is looked forward to with great interest. .The lecture X corporation street car men went on
the British Museum, and are ' X
is free and it Is expected that all Santa Fe will turn out to give the X strike today. Attempts to send out
universally known as the Elgin X
x cars were prevented by the strikers
X president of New Mexico's university ,a splendid audience.
Marbles.
x
who attacked and wrecked" them;
X X X XX X
X
-

--
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HAUNTED.
Wide echoing emptiness, and
blown space;

The Little Store

homa City, 103; Tulsa, 104. At Jop-liMo., the minimum
temperature
was 90 and the maximum was 98.

wind

Worn thresholds over which gay
troops of dreams
Fled, laughing back, to mock the vacant place;
So stands my heart's house while
the darkness teems.

Married 27 Years Now Wants Divorce,'
At El Paso suit for divorce was
filed yesterday by Dr. Louis B. Daw-- )
ley against Hatlie E. Dawley, on the
ground oi cruel treatment, rne couple had been married 27 years and
have two grown-uchildren.

I

GOOD
!

I

faded lies
Teacher Dies Suddenly.
Brown on the stone cold floor; a pop- Lalah Snuffers, a teacher for- py bloom
at
Clovls and Roswell. died sud-- 1
merly
Wild Passion dropped, I hold to lidded
from an operation at Artesia,
denly
eyes;
county. Besides a husband from
'Twere there the last guest left the j Eddy
whom she had been divorced, a minor
darkening room.
j son survives.

Know In Every Loaf"
TRY IT

INT

PM1P

EH

DIIUUL

GIVE

WE

REGISTER

TICKETS

WITH

ALL

CASH

PURCHASES.

GOOD EATING!
Imported Oilthe very best-an- d

'

dull

i'J1

Sardines,

Made. ThlS
i ci

NeWDUTl
m

ff-

?Te

'

N. B. Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dept., Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn., for Special
book. " Home Treatment
Instruction, and
for Woman," sent in plain wrapper, on request.

CALL FOR NEW MEXICO
BAR ASSOqiATION.

Mushrooms, French Peas and Antipasto

ri

complexion, and my face was covered
with pimples. Our family doctor only
gave me temporary relief.
A friend of mine advised me to try
Cardui, so I began taking it, at once,
and with the best results, for I was
cured after taking two bottles.
My
mother and my-- aunt have also used
Cardui and were greatly benefited.
I shall always praise Cardui to sick
and suffering women."
Cardui is a purely vegetable, perfectly harmless, tonic remedy for women, and will benefit young and old.
Its ingredients are mild herbs, having a gentle, tonic effect, on the womanly constitution.
Cardui has helped a million women
back to health and strength.
Have you tried it? If not, please
do. It may be just what you need.

UUle fire dies,
ty
Fe, of infan
and red,
tile
She was aged 20 years
paralysis.
Sit still and gaze across the coals at and had been in robust health until a
me?
few days ago.
Lulah Ragsdale.
Heat Records Broken.
A maximum temperature of 96
or fifteen degrees more than at
Santa Fe, yesterday broke heat
THE STATE
ords of twelve years at Trinidad,
j
rado. For five days in succession the
maximum at Trinidad and Colorado
Sultan Has Typhoid.
Mulai Hand, sultan of Morocco, is springs nas exceeded u degrees.
ill with typhoid fever.
i

Telephone No. 40.

Santa Fe.

Southern Corner Plaza.

f

ReSHltS

Newburg, Ala. "For more than a
year," writes Myrtle Cothrum. of this
Suffee W"h
In
Pal

All of my heart's house tenants long)
Dies of Infantile Paralysis.
since fled
Miss Ida Smith, daughter of Mr.
Why should that one pale ghost; and Mrs. James A. Smith died at

Wheree's"

lite

ADVICE

Suggestion.

(

"The Best

FRIEND'S

p

Night is far spent, joy's pink wreath

DENVER BREAD

HER

8ATURDAY, AUGUST 12, 1911.

Sheep Herder Killed By Lightning.
Jesus Valenzuela, a sheepherder,
was killed by lightning, while herd It Wilt Meet in Albuquerque August
28 and 29 and Members Should
ing for Oscar Nance near Marathon.
Attend.
Texas.
The regular annual meeting of the

WE DO NOT "BORE" CUSTOMERS WHO COME IN TO BUY. WE
DO OUR BUSINESS EASILY. WE SELL TO EVERYBODY AT THE
SAME PRICE ALL THE TIME.
IF YOU VE NEVER DEALT WITH
US
"BRACE
UP" AND
COME IN.
OUR TOOLS WILL HOLD THEIR EDGE FOR YOU AND HOLD
YOUR TRADE FOR US.

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s
CHURCH

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Phone 14.
If Its Hardware We Have It
Phone 14
Cathedral.
New Mexico Bar Association will he
First mass at 6 o'clock a. m. Second
held in Albuquerque the 28th and 29th mass at 9:30. Sermon in
English.
two
of August.
years
For the past
10.30. Sermon in Spanour meetings have been neither regu- Third mass atand
Benediction at 6:30
lar nor annual, and it Is with the hope ish.m. Rosary
THAT SUMMER OUTING
Devotions.
p.
in
this
our
of
Black.
I9l
reputation
Phone,
redeeming
of
Lady
Guadalupe.
respect, and arousing the somewhat
Boy Killed Two Wildcats.
MEXICAN HATS
First mass 6 a. m. Second mass
Fourteen year old Albert Gardner latent interest In the Association that
8:31 a. a.
New sad Foil Assortment of Unique San Juan
killed two wild cats on his father's we urge you to come with all your (sijh)
Potter)
"St. John's Methodist Episcopal
ranch at Columbus, Luna county. The enthusiasm and help us. make this
Latest in Hand Color- Artistic
Church.
of
Association
our
meeting worthy
pelts measured six feet in length.
At this church the services will A
iof Post Cards.
and its aims.
Framing.
We are on the brink of statehood, as follows: Sunday, Agust 13, Sunday
Stole Ride on Cars.
Because Esequiel Garcia and Ber are we not? Well, at least, we trust School at 9:45 a. m. in charge of the
nardo Yarda were riding on a Santa j we are not far from the brink. Let us superintendent, Dr. C. O. Harrison.
Fe train without a ticket, they were give to our new state of New Mexico Preaching at 11 a. m. by the pastor.
San Francisco Street
ten days in jail at Albuquerque. a real, live, active Bar Association Subject, "The Answer of Jesus to the
given
STOCK
FOOD.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL
to which she can point with pride. World's Crying Need." There will be
New Mexican Homeland Expires.
Gentlemen, I have been ashamed to no service in the evening on account
and
&
bulk
field seeds in
All kinds of flowers, garden
ALFALFA SEED.
package
The New Mexican Homeland pub write to the State, County and City of the lecture at Representative Hall.
lished at Mcintosh, Torrance county, Bar Associations, the Law Libraries Don't forget that our doors swing open
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
has riven up the ghost. The Mortar- - and the Universities throughout the wide to all who desire to hear the gos
ty Messenger takes over the subscrip country, as I have had to, in response pel. B. F. Summers, pastor.
to their inquiries, that the New Mex
tion list.
First Presbyterian.
ico Bar Association has not published
B. Z. McCollough, minister.
: : WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
to Drunks.
Sold
any proceedings for the years 1909
'Morning services 11 o'clock, BapPhone Black Because heLiquor
Phone Black
sold liquor to men who and 1910, although I have been care- tisms, Communion and reception of
already had enough, Frank May, a ful to say that we will in 1911. I know members. Sermonette by the pastor.
saloonkeeper at Oregon' City was sent that they are saying we are dying out, Theme "What Mean Ye By This Servto Jail for six months and fined $250, that our Association is not- to last ice?" Sunday school 9:45 a. m. Chris.You and I know this tian Endeavor 6:45 p. m. No evening
much longer.
is not so, and will you come out and services in the Hall of Representatives
Galloped Through Town.
D elivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders
Because Archibald Cox and GuBtav show them that we have an Associa at 8:30.
prayers Wednes
ten months. They have hundreds of
Chickering Bros.
of the name and of the day at 7:45. Everyone is most cordition
AlbuquerStaehlin
through
galloped
worthy
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
satisfied customers in New Mexlce
Bush and Lane.
que on their horses at breakneck state to be? Have you any interest; ally invited.
Arizona.
and
Learnard-Lindeman-n
were arrested and lined in seeing our Association take its
Co.
A letter, a telegram or a telephone speed, they
and costs.
rightful place In the ranks with other
Schiller.
to them regarding pianos, prices and $10
Bar Associations? And will you come
Victor
terms will prove to prospective plane
Cab.
Killed
and do your part in demonstrating
Girl
By
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Lln- Furnished for attractive enterprises
Five year old Minnie Baker jumped the stuff of which we are made? No
Milton and the World Famous Cecillan. deman Co. will meet every customer on the
stepB of a cab at Pueblo, Colo state Is able to draw from better ma- in all. substantial lines of business.
In
half
more
and
than
interior Player Pianos,
way
making
many
Railroads, Tractions, Water & ElecAND
rado, yesterday, to steal a ride and terial for its Bar Association than we
other makes.
purchase of a piano a simple nd sat was thrown under the wheels. She are, and I am isure no body of attor- tric Powers, Irrigations, Timber, MinThis firm has purchased over six isfactory business transaction, not one died of her
&
state
Industrial.
ing, Agricultural
RATON
neys is more anxious to see its
injuries.
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.
Bond, Debenture and Stock Issues
worthily represented by its Bar AsYANKEE
Public Library at Raton.
All we need is concentra- Underwritten, Purchased or Sold.
sociation.
LEARNARD-L1NDEMANN
CO.
CERRILLOS
Raton has awarded the contract for tion of the interest I know we all feel,
Properties purchased for European
The Square Music Dealers :: Albuquerque, N. M. :: Established 1900
built
and
to
investment
on
be
the
exploitation
the $15,000 public library
and a little individual effort
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithirp Coal. Steam Coal.
Financial Undertakings of all sorts
in Ripley Park, to Hays & Sperry, Ra- part of each one to start the ball rollSANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
handled.
ton contractors. The library will be ing. Won't you come and push?
Miscellaneous commissions ano. orCorinthian in design.
Of course you realize we cannot
Si-ftEE?CAPITAL COAL YARD.
it ders of all characters accepted for exmake this meeting the success
85
in
ecution
Telephone
any European country.
Five Arrested for Theft
should be without that very necessary
Telephone 85
Correspondence enclosing full de
May Pain, Edward Hughes, Jesus evil money iso may I urge you to
Galindo, Bernardo Pacheco and John remit your dues by the 20th of the tails at first writing invited.
Parnell were arrested at El Paso be- month, if possible?
THE INTERNATIONAL
BANKERS ALLIANCE
cause of the theft of jewelry from
To those members of the bar who
48
Mark
the home of Isador Martinez.
Lane, London, England
are not affiliated with us we extend a
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
most cordial invitation to attend this
Lumber and alt kinds
Chavez Tried to Kill Himself.
Lump, nut and
meeting, to join our ranks and co
CAD C
Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchard
Because he quarreled with his wife, operate with us in making our Asso
of bailding material
mine run coal
H.
1
Maximiliano Chavez, a cook at Trlni elation a powerful factor in the dawn
and Ranches; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
AGENT HUBB8 LAUNDRY.
dad, Colo., plunged a butcher knife in- of statehood; and help us to foster
YARD ON EICKOX STREET, NEAR
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water
rights
to his breast but missed the heart and that spirit of brotherhood and good- Phone us, we will be glad to call for
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.
on
Tuesand
yeur
Mondays
laundry
the
for
essential
may recover.
so
enjoy
fellowship
ment of our profession. The admiss days and deliver on Thursdays and
Lost.
Phone Red 100
Four Year Old Boy
Phone Red 100
Modern Residences for Rent.
ion fee, as provided by the Constitu Friday.,,
Four year old Arno Vaughn ran tion, is five dollars, which covers dues All work is guaranteed; your socks
away fro mhis home at Albuquerque' for the year in which the applicant is are mended and buttons sewed en
103
yesterday and his frantic parents elected.
You will find application yeur shirts without extra charge.
hunted for hours before they found blank enclosed.
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
Ave.
him.
I am taking up the question of the
promulgation of rates for the Asso
Second Husband in Three Days.
ciation meeting with the Santa Fe,
Mrs. Kate B. Fox granted a divorce and hope that, if successful, it may
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
from her husband at Cheyenne, Wy- be an added inducement to you.
on
oming,
Monday of this week, on
La Salle
Respectfully,
'
Wednesday married 51 year old P. L.
NELLIE C. BREWER,
PEACH
FOR STANDARD
'
Howard of Greeley, Colorado. She is
Secretary.
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
aged 29.
P. S. Please read the above.
AND PEAR BOXES
Telepho.te 11.
Iwo Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
SEND YOUR ORDERS TO
Married at Albuquerque.
Fred D. Hunlng and Mrs. Maud S
Regular Meals 25 Cents
Steineke were married at the home of
N.
Short Order at all Hoars
the groom's mother, Mrs. Louis HunBOARD BY THE WEEK t&OO
436 Canon Road.
lng at Albuquerque, by Rev. W. S.
Phone 19 Black.
When fa Need of AnylWnr
will meet you half way, if you reFrench Noodle Order 20c. a dish
Oberholtzer of St Paul's Lutheran
inforce your energies at
New York Chop Sue? See.
church.
in the LIVERY LINE.
k 4 A A A 4k ak A av v at at. at at A A at
Drivers Furnished.
Two Deaths at Albuquerque.
A hemorrhage ended the life of 26
year old Harry Charlton at AlbuquerDon Qaspar Ave.
HOT
que yesterday. He was a printer by
trade. Martin J. Duffy, succumbed to
It cures, pnd you remain cured,
Successor to B. P. Williams
tuberculosis
at lbuquerque yester-- ;
we know, and ou wT'l if you try
I have purchased
the entire st ock of horses and equipment formerly
For Best Laundry Work
day. He leaves a wife and two chilConceded the greatest kidney
Owned by B. P. Williams and w ill continue to operate it as a FIRST
dren. He came to New Mexico two
water on earth.
be ready at all timet of day or night
CLAS3 LIVERY where we will
years ago from Illinois.
,
Hot BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want I will endeavor
Why not visit Faywood
to give prompt and efficient aer vice and trust to merit your patronage.
Springs first, since you will eventRETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
Hot Elsewhere.
ually go there anyway?
Fpr Mrs at pepulsi ariose
males ane saddle
Temperatures reported from Kansas
Large Modern Hotel. Perfect
BACI
today are: Topeka 104; Atchison and
UKE
AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST
CCMia'S
TEECDC1E CC2tKI,
C 11 irate. Booklet
Agency at O. K. Barber Shop.
Emporia, 104; Wichita,
97; Salina,
hone 1.9 Red
Santa Fe, N. M
O.
Mrs.
P.
C.
"The
T.
Brown, Agent.
Faywood,"
McDermott,
105; Concordia, 106. Oklahoma temp
11!
Faywood, N. M.
eratures were: Muskogee. 100: Okla- Pione Red No.
Phone, ted Nt, 21

Don't forget our bread

These lines are like home to us.

Six Bij? Loaves for 25c.

LOUIS NAPOLEON
&

WHOLESALE

War on Bootleggers.
Juan Isidro Santistevan was arrest
ed at Lafayette, Colorado, on the
charge of bootlegging. Four gamblers
were arrested at the same time.

F0t

RETAIL

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.

Why Import Mineral Water ?

45

LEO HERSCH

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

45

PIAN05

PIANOS

Mid-wee- k

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

WATER CO.

EUROPEAN CAPITAL

Jesse-Frenc-

oal

5

lie.

WHOLESALE
RETAIL

Screened

.

Lump

.

R.

J. CRICHTON

LUMBER & COAL YARD

W.

KERR

Ult

AIC

JiilX

-

-

Estimates Cheerfully Furnished

P. M. JONES.

FRUIT BOXES

Restaurant

APPLE,

FRANK F. GORMLEY, SANTA FE,

'

LIVERY STABLE

c5pll 'Phone 9

FAYWOOD

MORG A N LIVERY CO.

Palace

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
5iigg.es, Surrles, Saddle Horses.

PROSPERITY

M.

SPRINGS

Imperial Laundry

CHAS. CL0S50N

it

i

it
!

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE'
.

htf.

li

;

1

1

Zook's Pharmacy

Phone
it

213

?

?

WITH US

It is not merely a question of GETTING YOUR MONEY.
trade is what we want.

Your

We offer you only the HIQHEST CLA55 OP ' QOODS whether It be seriously
needed DRUGS OR FANCY TOILET ARTICLES.
The qaallty we uphold. We use

Zook's Pharmacy

Phone
213

the most careful methods la catering to your pleasure to make every deal i. satisfact i t t !
tory one. ANY DRUQ OR MEDICINE YOU GET HERE 15 RIGHT,

IF YOU

;ARE

NOT

AJjCUSTOrR

HERE,

YOU

SHOULD

XE.

at

'if
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TIMETABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS

HOME ENDORSEMENT.

Hundreds of Santa Fe Citizens Can

The following are tee time tablet
of tie local railroad :
?A. T. & S. F. Ry."
-

-

8.10 a. m.

Just

p. m.
4 p. mp connect with No. 1, west-

bound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 8:30
p. m.
7:20 p. ra. cocect with No. 7 and
westbound; No. 4 and 8 eaetbounl

Returning arrlr

at Sana Pe

11:1B

P. m.

D.'a

R. G. Ry.

Leaves 10:16 a. m. for north.
Arrive 3:05 p. m. from north.
New Mexico Central Ry.
Leave 5:45 p. m., conleets with No.
3 east and 1 south and west
Arrive 3.18 p. m. with connections
from No. 3 east
Notice for Publication.
Not coal land.
Department of the Interior,
TJ. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

July 29, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Jesus
Lopez of Pecos, N. M., who, on July
30, 1906, made homestead entry, No.
for the NB 4 of Section
25, township 15 N, range 11 E, N. M. P.
meridian, has filed notice of intention
r
to make final
proof, to establish claim to the, land above described, before register or receiver, U.
S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., on
the 14th day of September, 1911. ,
Claimant names as witnesses: Jacinto Ortiz of Rowe, N. M.; Jose L.
Martinez, Bicente Lucero, both of
Pecos, N. M.; and Juan Gonzales
-

9735-0765-

some

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
,
July 10, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Pedro
Gurule, of Lamy, N. M., who, on July
10, 1906, made homestead entry, No.
for lots 1 and 2, and S

five-yea-

section- 2,
range 10 E, N. M.
been filed notice of
final five year proof,
to the land above
NE

1--

20

newspapers,

including

big

ones, outside the state of Kansas, to
take his stories of his trip. He also
has commissions from a number of
magazines. He will write from the
standpoint of a historian with reference to the Old Trail and its tradi
tion; as a good roadster with reference to the New Trail, a modern high
way; as an alert observer from the
standpoint of development and progress made by the towns and counties through which the Trail passes;
and as a general writer and news

1--2

9633-759-

Write

township 15 N,
'. meridian, has
--

intention to make
of Glorieta, N. M,
to establish claim
MANUEL B. OTERO,
described, before
Register. Register or Receiver, U. S. Land Office
at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 17th day of paperman.
'
At the urgent solicitation of the
Notice for Publication.
August, 1911. ...
'
Not coal land.
Claimant names as witness: Nico- president and secretary of the Trail.
las Gutierrez, Bias Garcia, Guadalupe Mr. Williams has changed his plans
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. Maes, Juan Garcia, all of Canoncito, so as to make only about 100 miles a
day insted of 125 as originally con
July 29,1911. N. M.
This will give greater
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Notice is hereby given that Romaldo
templated.
time in different towns. He has also
Register.
Lucero, of Pecos, N. M., who, on July
consented to follow, the New trail all
30, 1906, made homestead entry, No.
the way from Kansas City to Lajunta
Loss of Time Means Loss of Pay.
SW
for lot 3, and SE
section 25,
Sec. 24, and E 2 NW
Kidney trouble and the ills it breeds instead of going by way of Kansas
thence
township 15 N, range 11 E., N. M. P. means lost time and lost pay to many City, Lawrence, Topeka, and
at
the
Trail
Emporia.
Lit1214
striking
M.
man.
a
Balent,
of
hes
filed
notice
intention
working
meridian,
At the conclusion of the Trail end,
r
to make final
proof, to estab- tle Penna St., Streator, 111., was so
Willish claim to the land above described, bad from kidney and bladder trouble at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Mr.
before the register or receiver, U. S. that, he could not work, but he says: liams will leisurely retrace his steps,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., on the "I took Foley Kidney Pills for only stopping again at different points
a short time and got entirely well along the way; and going north from
14th day of September, 1911.
the end of
as
and was soon able to go back to work, Trinidad to Canon City,
Claimant names-witnesses:
with beautiful Skythe New
Rivera of Santa Fe, N. M.; Pedro and am feeling well and healthier than line Drive Trail,
and Top of the Gorge; and
Rivera, of Pecos, N. M.; Enriquez Riv- before." Foley Kidney Pills are tonic thence come down the Trail to Pueblo
a
good where
era of Glorieta, N. M.; Bicente Lucero in action, quick in results
Higgins has
of Pecos, N. M.
friend to the working man or woman done such notable work;
and on
For down the
who suffers from kidney Ills.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Trail and Arkansas valley
"
all
druggists.
Register. sale by
to La Junta and thence east again.
Ise-be- l,

S733-0765- 7,

1--4

1--

five-yea-

Can-did-

o

,

Mr. Williams

will

follow,

OF CHURCH

Chicago,

Buffalo,

St

Denver,

New

Alb-rec-

j

ant

ph

g

j

.

m

CHICHESTER S PRXS

j

:

...

JElt.

unless

RATES

CLEARANCE SALE
i

SAVE MONEY

OFMEN'S,LADIES'AND
CHILDREN'S

newspapermen,

ROSWELL AUTO CO.,: ROSWELL,

N. M

oldtimers,

'

'and

COMMENCING

50

Saturday, Aug. 5th,

'

Pairs Ladies' Shoes,
odds and ends. Values
to $2.50. Your choice . .

$1.00

ON

lunn

"i

To-pak-

Roswett Auto Co.. Roiwell, N, M.

MAKAGBP

;.

AND ENDS

LADIES' SHOES AND OXFORDS
Over 200 pairs of High
Grade Oxfords. Value,
$4.00. Your choice..

$2.15

A ROUSING SALE

!

Consisting of this season's

Latest Styles :

SALE replete with genuine money-savin- g
We are
opportunities.
putting our greatest efforts into
this salelikewise our greatest value.

A

BROKEN LOT SALE

Tan, Russian Calf,

Patent Leather,
Patent Calf, Vici

THEY REPRESENT in most instances the best

Kid

and Gun Metal
LACE OR BUTTON.

EXTRA SPECIAL
Pairs Ladies

150

Com-

;$i.5o

Oxfords

and

u

Reduction

20

the odd styles and sizes and
reduced their prices to such
an extent that we are sure
to move them. Some have
been reduced 25 per cent,

1911, some at us rate. Come
in and let show you wha t

Saturday, August 12th

SENSATIONAL PRICES

mercial and other bodies everywhere
are requested to do everything possible to make the trip agreeable ana
For the Trail and this part of the
country hasn't ever seen quite such
an important event as this trip of
,
Walter Williams.

Men's Shoes
and Oxfords

SHOES and OXFORDS

profitable.

Baggage allowance 100 lbs.
tt
GarrjiBK tta TJ. B. mall and pasaok
eaeeaa
ticket
regular
N.
sad
stagers bttween Vaughn.
jat the rata of IS.0Q per hundred lbs
'Koawell, N. 1L, connecting wita taa
We are equipped to carry any kind
Bl Paso tt Southwestern and Reek
of
trunks or baggage, up to 1,500 lb
Atchison,
the
and
Railroads
".
ft Baata Fe Railroad.
Special rates are given for excur
v Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m., ar-- sions, for
eight or more passengers.
For
further
write the
Information,
Learas RoswaU at U:0
-
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,

We have assembled all
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Military
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Him Successful.
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STOP-OVE-

ii'Sfl.AMARVELWhiriinQSora

of His Early Life Which Shows
Trait of Character That Made

'

Pueblo,

Boston.

Every Vcman

E

!

Colorado Sps,

York

JOHN W. GATES STARTED
WITH SEVENTY-FIVCENTS.

be cannot aui'piy the
San Antonio, Texas, Aug. 12. The If ABVL
accept no
Four Companies of German
ether, hot
iuitid for
death of John W. Gates recalls an in- UluattratM
book vall. Tt i
Darrlenlara
fall
uul riirwuoi.i lrt
cident in his early career which point- Talnab'.c to
Soldiers Disagreed With
Jf tt VEL
ed to his future success in business.
Preacher's Sermon
He was reared on a farm in northern,
,
Illinois where money was not ...succeeded in introducing barbed wira
fest and aetivo in
hmo ml
disclaims the divinity of Christ and Plentiful as the real hardships ofj,bnt 80011 bec,anf the really big thing
OLD MURAL HINTIIIGS FOUND omits
w .u nuc.
from his sermons all reference iarm nre. wnen tie was about four-- . " v""
to a future life, because he has come teen years old he began to indicate!
to no certain conclusion on the sub- that he had the ability to drive a SALMON GRAYv- PLAY
IN ALBUQUERQUE TOMORROW.
Many Americans Attend Annual ject. He has, however, many admir- good bargain. He bad accumulated
cents in cash. With this!
ers among the liberal clergy in Ger- seventy-fivWagner Festival at
many, and his conviction for heresy sum, and the wheel from an old The' Wi" Try t0 Repeat Last Sunday's
Bayreuth.
Trick When They Walloped
was received with intense disapproval wheelbarrow he began business. His
the Visitors.
in wide circles in Germang, a nation- first trade was for a calf. All of his
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) al subscription being started to en- cash and the wheelbarrow wheel
Berlin, August 12 The uncovering able him to
were given for the animal. The calf
(By D. C. O.)
carry on his work.
of an utterly unsuspected set of sixThe Santa Fe Salmon Grays under
Dr. Kraatz's sermon, in which he was one of those unfortunate animals
teenth century mural paintings dursharply criticized the authorities who of the "scrub variety that had been tne leadership of Manager Roraolo Loing a renovation of the ancient Greek convicted
turned out on pasture early to shift Pez, tomorrow will go down to the
and
Pastor
declared
Jatho,
Monastical church at Frankfort-on-Maiwere trying to gag the free for itself and soon became, on account Duke City to give another good wal-o- f
has been crowned by the dis- that they
its stunted appearance, what was loping to Dan PadiUa and his bond
voice of the church, will probably lead
of to
covery of an original
known in those days as a "grass calf." of brave warriors. Manager Padllla
utterances
his
his
trial,
having
the celebrated German painter
been denounced to the church authori This made no difference to young says that one defeat is enough, and
Durer, considered here as an arHe traded for It and brought that he is going to get sweet revenge
ties
immediately after the services. Gates.
tistic event of the first magnitude.
it home. He was joked by his father tomorrow' afternoon, bat he will have
The artist is shown In a long man This will strengthen the agitation
and?and tne nlred man-- n the farm about to get better players than the ones
tle and feathered cap, brush and pal-- ; aeainst the connection of church
state
in
a naving Dougnt tne "running gears" of he had last Sunday, if he wants tn
the
church
Prussia,
being
ette in the left hand and in the right
a calf and was assured that he would beat the Salmon Grays. It is said that
to
state
institution
of
the
support
a square tablet with a Latin inscripwhich all who cannot prove their aff- never be able to get his money out of the famous and "ex'Mnvincible pitcher
tion, stating that the picture is the
me anirnai. loung uaies, nowever.j RUDe Weeks has decided to
quit play-wa- s
work of Albrecbt Durer, and the date iliations are compelled to contribute.
.
not at all disheartened but wasjin hall if hp
tv, .Qi
Festival
Wagner
1525.
j
sure
ln
tne
there
"was
morl
and will go back to the farm. It is al- The frescoes are found on the walls American visitors were in force in- 1uite
animal and that he would be able to most certain iheit ht ia pnintr tn Inaa
of the sacristy of the church, which Bayreuth at the opening of the Wagof Gates' duties nni,
Set it out A
,i
k
for years were thought to bear only a ner Festival, in which more Intense at thIs time vas part
t0 milk haIf a dozen leave Sunday
ever
was shown by
than
interest
for
to
the
farm
evening
simple tapestry pattern, until skillful music-lover- s
this year, in consequence cows twice a da- - Soon after the f attend to the weeds which must be
cleaning and restoration showed the
of
vent
was
the "grass calf it
the Introduction of a new stage
very high by this time. Jimmie Losupposed tapestry design to be really
by Sigfried Wagner of the tlced tnat the amount of milk
pez who held the Albuquerqueans to
a set of elaborate
and surprising
ished very much. His attention was four
scattered hits last Sunday will
From the inscription onj
paintings.
but he assured his
- called t0 this
the Durer portrait and internal and' The first day's performance was at- mother that the cows were "failing." be on the mound again for the locals
historical evidence, it Is thought that tended by one of the most brilliant This was uite evident, and in a short and will try to repeat last Sunday's
the decorations were the work of audiences ever gathered together in- tirae the growtn o( the calf indicated performance. It is said that Manager
scholars of Durer, carried out under the tosmall Bavarian city, solely devotWhile Lopez has three new players for toOn tn real CaU83 of the "failing,"
Wasnw ami hi wnrka
the supervision of the master, who ed
ne
saId
was morrow's game but he didn't want to
nad
about
he
what
nothing
well known ffsure wan mtssfnir. how.
: give their names. The game will be
everv-capped the work with his own brush
to
-use
that
doine.
nronensltv
ever, 4...t.
luai ui rrau osima tit
wagner,
vprv 'ntr8t'ng and excitmg. as the
during a visit to Frankfort in 1525. who.
thing about him to his advantage
thouah
eniovine
reraarkab,v
banta Ve boys want to repeat the
Details of the portrait and the charac eood
so
became
in
busi
which
marked
his
not.
to
decided
ba
had
health,
and the Duke City boys will try
teristic inscription tablet, found in
trick,
a
snowea
ness
career
nseu
in
later,
The Queen of
to get even.
other Durer paintings, leave no doubt present this year.
The excursion which
most
manner.
on
remarkable
Later
was
as well as the
of its genuineness.
Only a part of Wurtemberg and there,
the "grass calf" one of the finest ani- was to go to Albuquerque has been
Grand
Grand
Duke
of
Duchess
the complete decoration has been remals on the farm, was sold for $21, called off, for the only reason that
vealed by the renovation, this includ- Baden, while among other royal per- and this became the Beginning with enough tickets could not be sold. The
were the Hereditary Prince
Salmon Grays will greatly miss the
ing a St. Christopher, recalling Dur- - sonages
the Prince and Princess which Gates started on his business local fans.
er's painting of the same subject in of Reuss and
career, engaging first in the hardCoburg-Gotha- .
of
1511, a' St. George and heads of the
On this occasion the Tzar of Bul- - ware business in a little "cross roads"
Emperor Henry II and his consort
town in northern Illinois. Here he ACCUSED LEAVES JAIL,
Kunigunde, the bodies of which are
s discovered by Isaac L. Ellwood
ACCUSER THROWN IN.
was
the
away
by
attendant,
kept
and
still hidden under the grime
dirt
the inventor of barbed wire fencing,! Morgan Harding was arrested at
com
Balkan
situation.
Prominent
'
i
of the centuries.
and induced to come to Texas and Albuquerque yesterday for skipping
critics, singers, actors and snow tne
j posers,
Church and State.
natives tnat a tence or, a board bill of $185 at Socorro. Such
music
from
including many
Four companies of the Queen Eliga- - variousstudents,
wire
would hold the most re-- at least, is the charge, or rather that
barbed
American colleges made up
beth Guard regiment, attending ser the
steer.
Gates accepted the he skipped a bond given that he
fractory
The new
cosmopolitan audience.
vices recently at the Luisen Evangel
of the "Meistersinger" appear posiuon, came to Texas ana not only would pay the board bill. Harding
setting
ical church in the aristocratic suburb ed to meet with
was the complaining witness against
general approval and
of Charlottenburg, arose during the
J. O. Fulghum whose wife lives at
marked enwith
the
festival
began
sermon and marched out of the build- thusiasm and success.
Santa Fe, and who was thrown into
.
MIAMI.
ing, their action for a moment threattor harboring a sixteen year old
jail
I.XllvU Auk lour llruKirUt tat ,
n li..a hl iho-(- . rl)lum.,niITlrundV
Foley Kidney Pills will caeck the
ening to create a panic among the
girl for immoral purposes. FulghuTn
other worshippers, who feared that a progress of your kidney and bladder
yesterday furnished $500 bond and
I trouble and heal
fire had broken out.
iri'.K.TF.RS !Vi .as released from jail just as his ac- by removing' the
flf
17
Asfei!.
1MA1UM
I
I.K. for S3 i
.
w
I'.HAM,
I'll.
The retreat, however, was ordered cause. Try them. For sale by all
cuser was arrestea oy onenti
ueroni- reorskno'iiasEt,safcst.AiysR!!iai,i,
SOW BY NilififilVTS EV!El,YWHFF
by the officers as a demonstration druggists.
' m Sanchez of Socorro.

there shall be some necessary change
later, the following itinerary:
Friday, August 11, Columbia, Mis
souri, to Lexington, 115 miles.
Saturday, August 12, Lexington to
Ottawa, Kansas, 103 miles.
Sunday, August 13, Ottawa to Em
SANTA FE, N.M., TO
poria; 70 miles.
Monday, August 14, Emporia to
106 miles.
Hutchinson;
$64.95 Tuesday, August
$50.35
15, Hutchinson to
Larned; 90 miles.
21.10 Wednesday, August 16, Larned to
44.35
Louis,
Garden City, 125 miles.
Thursday, August 17, Garden City
18.15 to Holly, Colorado; 78 miles.
76.35
New
Friday, August 18, Holly ' to La- junta; 75 miles.
- - 16.35 Saturday, August 19, Lajunta to
75.95
Raton, New Mexico; 104 miles.
, Sunday, . August 20, Raton to Las
IN Vegas; 111 miles.
POINTS
PRINCIPAL
MANY
OTHER.
T0
DA
TEC
I AW
Monday, August 21, Las Vegas to
LU If II A 1 L THE UNITED STATES, CANADA and MEXICO Santa
Fe; 103 miles.
On the trip Mr. Williams wants to
PRIVILEGES.
LIBERAL LIMITS AND
collect data relative to the Old Trail
'.
as well as observe the New Trail
For further particulars, see any 5anta Fe Agent.
To this end, he wants to talk with
.
SANTA FE, N. M oldtimers so far as his time shall
:
H S I.IJTZ. Aeent.
permit. He will also be able, he says,
to share a seat to the next stop, or
where the pilot car will leave him,
with some good, Intelligent, well
Mexico
versed person .who. can give him lib
eral data for his notes.
Mr. Williams also desires photoROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
properly labeled, touching
graphs,
"
"The West Point of the Southweit"
towns, unique things, points of inter
est. oldtimers, development, etc. ComRanked by United States War
as "Distinguished Institu-tlon.- "
mitteemen, newspapers, commercial
Arm officers detailed by War
bodies, etc., should see to it that
these are ready.
Department.
Pilot cars will conduct Mr. Wil
Through Academic course, preparliams during his day's journey. For
ing young men for college or business
instance, Committeeman F. J. Miller
;life. Great amount of open air work.
will take him from Kansas City to
Healthiest location of any Military
Wilhite will
Ottawa.
.School In the Union. Located In the
him from Ottawa to Emporia.
conduct
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
.
.J
1,
iNewion or ni
jviurcuve win bcc u it
of the West at an elevation of 3700
from
Emporia to Hutchthat he gets
feet above sea level, sunshine every
From Hutchinson to Larned
inson.
snow
or
but
little
the
rain
daring
day,
Official Pilot, H. H. Taylor and Secseason,
retary C. H. Scott, expect to take him.
Fourteen Officers and' Instructors,
At Larned, President R. H. Faxon and
.all graduates from standard eastern
Earl Vincent will meet him; and they
Ten
buildings, throughly
.colleges.
probably also will take him from
t furnished, heated, lighted and modern
Garden City to Holly. From Holly, to
In all respects.
La
Junta, Committeeman, S. G. Porter
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
will be the pilot. ,.
.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vloe PVee.
Mr. Williams will travel in a car
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
owned and driven by S. A Dhrock, a
W H. ATKINSON, Secretary,
Columbia, Missouri, merchant. Mrs.
and W. A. FINLEY.
old son will
Williams and their
For particulars ' and Illustrated' ca-- .
and also Miss Canhim;
accompany
,
jaicgues address:
y
ute R. Quinn, Mr. Williams's secreCOL. JAS. W. WILLSON.
,
tary.
superintendent.
Trail committeemen and officials,

S SUMMER TOURIST
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against the utterances of the pastor,
Dr. Kraatz, who in his sermon was
defending Pastor Jatho, the Cologne
divine just expelled from the church
of heresy, after a trial which had
cited the interest of all Germanv for
several months.
Pastor Jatho denies the existence
of a personal Deity, teaching instead
the existence of a primordial force
which, perhaps, as eternal reason and
directing wisdom, presided at the

MARCHED OUT

Tell You All About It.
Home endorsement, the public expression of Santa Fe people, should
21
be evidence beyond dispute for even'
Santa Fe reader. Surely the experience of friends and neighbors, cheer
in Time to
Up
fully given by them will carry more
weight than the utterances of stran
of Santa Fe
Dedication
gers residing in faraway places. Read
Trail Marker
the following:
J. T. Sandoval, 115 Ortiz St., Santa
Fe, N. Mex., says: "I have used Doa-rKidney Pills off and on for two years WALTER WILLIAMS IS COMING
8nd they have done me a world of
A dull pain in the small of
good.
my back, sometimes extending into Will Write Up Historic Road for
my bladder caused me a great deal
Score of Newspapers and
of trouble particularly when I took
Magazines
cold. ' I was bothered'' mostly in the
winter, and in addition to the pair.
in my back, there were symptoms of Attention Trailmen:
inflammation of the bladder. The kid
Walter Williams, dean of the news
ney secretions were highly colored paper school of the University of
and when passed were attended witl Missouri: historian, writer, and tracer
a scalding pain. I never used another of the Old Santa Fe Trail,
left
remedy that acted as satisfactorily as Lexington, Mo., Friday, August 11, on
Eoan's Kidney Pills. They proved to one of the most important trips ever
be just the medicine my case required made in the West. It is hoped' that
and the complete cure they brought every Trailman will Interest himself
has led me to recommend them on in this trip and study its details.
more than one occasion."
The visit of Mr. Williams over the
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 Old and New Trails is a notable one.
cents. FosterVMilburn Co., Buffalo, and marks the success of the plan of
New York, sole agents for the United the Trailbuilders to divert the atten
States.
tion of publicists, tourists, travelers
Remember the name Doan's and of all kinds, and writer, to the section
take ho other.
traversed by the Trail, as well as to
the Trail itself as a modern highway.
Mr. Williams has arranged with
Notice for Publication.

;.connect with No 3 wast
bound. No. 10 eastbound.
Returning arrive tX Santa Fe 12:10
Leare

WIL L BE HERE

M.

1-
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we have, and how much we
can save you by buying
your shoes from us.

200 Pr. Ladies' Can
vas Oxfords in

white, gray, bVn

and tan colors.

Values to $3.00.
Your choice.

95c

sellers the most sought after styles. They have
lost their commercial value to us. They are just
as desirable, Just as valuable to you as if we had a
hundred pair of every size. THEY ARE TO BE
SOLO AT ONCE, and in our determination to close
them out we neither look at their cost nor at their
value. ,They are marked to go at a price that will
make you long remember this sale in our value- giving history.
;
We fit all shoes carefully and guarautee them
to give satisfaction.

,

More people, men and women, are
suffering fron - kidney and bladder
trouble than ever before, and eaca
year more of them turn for quick relief and permanent benefit to Foley's
Kidney Remedy, which has proven
Itself to be one of the most effective
remedies for kidney and bladder
that medical science has de

vised. For sale b all' druggists.

ON 0111 EMIRE

Men's
:

STOCK

Women's

and

Children's

LOW SHOES

AND

OXFORDS

THE

MN'PFLUEGER SHOEMAN
We Do What We Advertise.
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SANTA

JE NEW

MEXICAN

Secretary-Treasure-

PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGES,
Vice President.
CHAS. M. STAUFFER,
General Manager.

r.

Eutered as Second Class Matt er at the Santa Fa Poatofflce.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Dally, pev week, by carrier
Daily, per xonth, by carrier... .75
65
Daily, per month, by mail
7.09
Daily, per year, by mail

by mail
Weekly, Biz months
Weekly, per year
Weekly, pet quarter

Dally, six months,

$2.50
1.00
2.00

The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico.
It is sent to
every postolfice in the Territory, and has a. large and growing circulation
amom, the intelligent and progressiva people of the Southwest.

IN THE SENATE, fornia sixth with 61.8;
Illinois
new ordeal confronts the Senate, enth with 61.7; Pennsylvania eighth
The entry of Vardaman of Mississippi witn 60.4 ; New Hampshire ninth,
Washington
will be even more spectacular than 59.2; Ohio tenth, 55.9;
was that of "Pitchfork" Tillman, who eleventh, 53.; Maine twelfth, 51.4;
subdued, Maryland thirteenth 50.9, and
has become considerably
it has been shown that he could rado fourteenth, 50.7; the remarkable
not well manage his own family and Part being to find such western states
Colo-sotherefore was hardly the proper per- - as California, Washington and;
to revolutionize the Nation. How rado in this list,
In the New England division more
spectacular Vardaman's entry on the
s
of the population
in
broader platform of national states- - than
e
manship may prove, is indicated by 1910 lived in urban territory, as
following press extracts gathered fined by the census bureau. Vermont
is the only state in this division in
by the Literary Digest:
"Governor Vardaman has long been which the population classified' as
on by some as the rerncarna- - ban is less than half the total population of the old
spirit one tion of the state, while in Rhoae Isl-o- f
those always ready to proclaim the. and and Massachusetts more '., than
s
of the total popula-shomenace of the 'black specter,' and to
for the repeal of the Fifteenth tlon in 1910 is classified as urban.
In the Middle Atlantic division the
He accordingly made
Amendment.
his campaign truly picturesque by ap; urban population constituted 'mora
of the total papula
pearing in Meridian last month 'at-- than seven-tenth- s
tired' in white linen and a white hat, tion, but the proportion for the state
in a chariot drawn by 160 white oxen, of New York alone was very nearly
and that for New Jersey
and attended by an equerry garbed in
white, and carrying spotless banners fully
which bore the admonition: vote tor
!n the East Nortn central and the
the White Chiet! uphold tne wmte Pacific divisions the urban territory
South!' A Northern newspaper man in eacn case contained more than half
wrote the following description of the the total population in 1910, but in the
speciacie 10 me iew iuis ouu, aim jormer division there wre thrpo
incidentally set forth a part of Varda states Indiana, Michigan, and ., Wis
man's personality:
consinand in the latter division one
"'It is impossible for people in our state Oregon in each of which the
part of the country to appraise the im- - urban population comprised less than
portance and effect of this theatrical, half but more than 40 per cent of the
not to say melodramatic pageant, but total population,
down here it was prodigious. It ma-terialized the essence of Vardaman's
PUBLICITY THE WAND.
campaign. It was an apotheosis of the
Senator
of
terrors
color line. It revived the
Bailey yesterday in Cong
the carpet-baperiod, and invested ress unlocked the Kates that ever
with vicarious consequence the spooks since the beginning of the Nation,
of a
past. But Vardaman closed the session of conference comknows how to play upon the passions mlttees of the Senate and the House
and prejudices of the red necks and to newspaper reporters.
Yesterday,
the hill billies, and he is doing it with for the first time, in the country's
a master hand. Even John Sharp Wil- history, they were admitted to such
the a session upon the theory that the
Hams, with- all the corporations,
penitentiary horde and the rest of the people have a right to know what
buttressed and embattled interests at goes on even in conference eomr.it.- his back, only succeeded',' four years, tees.- sNo more closed doors to" the
by a: beg- - press at Washington! ;
ago, in beating Vardaman
At the same time, before the Demo- votes
of
margin
garly
'"Vardaman is not the unshaven and cratic House Steel Trust Investigation
unshorn.
He is not ostentatiously Committee, George Perkins, a
for political' purposes. On lican, a financier of the inner circle,
the contrary, he is as neat as a pin declared that publicity is the cure for
In these respects he is on all the evils of trust and corporation
always.
a par with Percy, the difference be- - domination.
Every Republican and
tween the two beinf that he preaches Democratic
Congressman
present
the lowest demagogy in spotless rain- - agreed with him and even applauded
ment, while his opponent, in equally that sentiment, going so far as to say
the sane that every corporation should be
fastidious attire, preaches
and safe and thoroughly conservative compelled to publish an annual state
sev--
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STATEHOOD

PROSPECTS.

Fifteen thousand acres were entered upon during the month of July by

original , homestead entrymen in the
Santa Fe land district, one' of six in
New Mexico, and that gives an inkling
of the great hegira that will set in to
ward the Southwest when crops have
been gathered and farmers of the
Middle West have time to look
around for new worlds to conquer.
They will be lured by the reports of
good crops in the dry farming region
this summer and they will enter upon
a large fraction of forty million acres
that still remain available to home- seekers in New Mexico under the pub
'
lie land laws.

ment.
doctrine.'
This seems strange coming
from
"The demonstration has caused
boy died of
Yesterday a
many editors in all parts of the coun- such a source which only yesterday the mountain fever on the Loma in
to
seemed
"The
be
say:
public
try to shudder over the prospect of
this city. Just a year ago, both his
having six years from 1913 of Varda
and his mother died of the
father
Even in New Mexico there have been
man in the Senate, and to reflect on
same fever. The family does not and
how the result was brought about. sma" caUDer officials, from time to
has not used city hydrant water but
'This is organizing and capitalizing tlme wn declaimed against publicity, has been
using well water. .. On the
wno
oenevea
m
council
and
race hatred for political purposes
noimng
all around are sink holes.
and
premises
"school
board
and legislative and other
about as shamelessly as it has ever
house is not connected with a
been done,' comments the Buffalo Ex. meetings behind closed doors. It was The
sewer.
Sanitary conditions are not
press, and the Richmond Times- - Dis- the Republican party organization that of the best.
There may be a sugges
first
admitted
sess
to
barmake
newspapermen
the
patch declares that 'to
Vardaman ions of its executive committee, while tion in these facts,' or there may not
baric picture
perfect,
should ride up Pennsylvania Avenue the Democrats still carefully exclude be, but isn't It time for the health
to the capitol with one hundred and reporters, not only at committee board to investigate when such sad
point to a local. spot of
sixty ebony Mississippians chained to 'meetings but even at conventions, coincidences
his car of triumph.' Other' writers see There have been officials who have Infection?y
result the brazenly cried out: "It is none of the
in this
Reports have it that the La Bajada
strength of a nondescript element public's business how I conduct afwhich has been diverted Into a strange fairs;" or who refused access to court road is in bad shape and that nothing
channel by the use of Vardaman's records or official documents to news- Is being done to place it in good re,'
and do paper' representatives, but they are pair. It is merely another argument
favorite political
In this age, the widest that the commonwealth cannot depend
not accept the situation as expressive
of the sentiment of the South or even publicity not only protects the public upon counties to keep, roads in repair,
of the better class in Mississippi. The but is courted by honest officials, who and that when.' the territory builds
asserts further that see in it the. strongest protection roads, they, should be entirely state
'this demagogic appeal to the passion against false and malicious charges. roads, not only built With territorial
and prejudice of the uncouth and' un- against suspicions, against mistakes. money but also maintained by the terThe public has a right to know and ritory. Unless that policy, is adopted,
avail
lettered Mississippians would
little in some Southern states,' and will know. There is no Justification the good roads funds might as well be
the Brooklyn Standard Union observes whatever for a press gag, there thrown to the birds as far as permathat the fight 'is a revival of conditions is no legitimate secrecy 3 about nent road improvement Is concerned.
which have generally passed away in the meeting of any public or semi-puthe South.' 'Even those Southerners lic body and the day Is at hand, when
The two hundred or more attorneys
who are strongly opposed to social or even corporations must disclose to of New Mexico should not permit the
political equality between the races,' the public the innermost ramifications New Mexico Bar 'Association to con
asserts the Cleveland Plain Dealer, of their business.
tinue in its inactivity into which It
'now look with repugnance upon a
lapsed two years ago. There is work
demagogues who continually exploits
Considering that' the state of New to do for the association and there is
race prejudice as his chief political York is only about
d
as large prestige to be gained by maintaining
stock in trade,' and sending Vardaman as New Mexico and has a greater pop a strong association.
Every lawyer
to the Senate is 'no joke.'"
ulation than any other state in the who possibly can arrange it should
Union, it is surprising to read in a attend the annual meeting at AlbuURBAN AND RURAL POPULATION census, bulletin today that the Em querque, August 28 and 29.
That New Mexico is distinctly a pire States cuts almost $80,000,000
rural state, is manifest from a bulle worth ofhay ayear, or in other words,
New Mexico building and loan asso
tin on urban and rural population un- the forage crop of that state is worth ciations have outstanding one and a
der the 1910 census Issued by the fed one and a half times all the assessed quarter million dollars in loans most
eral census bureau today. Less than wealth of New Mexico. Besides that of which money helped to build resi15 per cent of its population lives in New York sate farmers raise more dences for
people who
otherwise
places of more than 2,500 people and than $43,000,000 'worth' of cereals each would not own their own homes. The
and
it is only Mississippi, Arkansas,
a
yeaf, $4,000,000 worth of other grains. building and loan association
North and South Dakota, which have more thfttt $20,000,00 wortfi" of pota great Incentive to thrift and is
home
a less percentage of urban population toes, $3,000,000 worth of hops and to patriotism.
' v.- - v ,
,
and none of these have less than 11 bacco, not. to speak of many million
per cent of townspeople. The growth dollars worth of grapes, apples and
Madero is beginning to discover, or
of urban population in New Mexico other fruit. In other words, the fann already has discovered
that Diaz
baa been very slow. Ten years ago, ers of that state could buy out all of did not have such a fully,
as was genit was 14 per cent, last year It was New Mexico's banks, factories, mills, erally supposed and snap
that some of the
14.2 per cent of the total.
Twenty farms, livestock, personal property. actions of the old hero so
severely
6.2
was
It
however.
only
ago,
years
four times over, with the proceeds of criticized were Justified by the time,
per cent. In other words, of the 327, one year's crops.
circumstances.
'and
people
301 people in New Mexico today, 46,671 live in towns of more than 2.500
That seems like rubbing it in with JURY DI8AGREE8 IN CATTLF
people, only Wyoming and Nevada
KILLING CASES AT CRAIG.
a
vengeance to compel the Standard
New
In
a
of
total.
less
1900,
having
(Br Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Mexico's population, 26,484 lived in Oil Company to pay $42,395 costs of
Craig, Colo., Aug. 12. A disagreethe government in the suit that has re ment
towns. '
was reported by the Jury in ths
Ocdissolution
in
of
sulted
the
the
big
There are fourteen states in the
case of Mrs. H. H. Bernard and Thome
thirty-threor thirty- as
Union in which the town population is topus into some
Yarberry, who have been on trial
of the total popu four little octopuses. There are doubts here charged with
more than one-hal-f
killing cattle belation, Rhode Island leading with 96.7 already In the minds of some people, longing to the Two Bar ranch. The
whether
have
it
wouldn't
ner cent. Manachuseftt being second
been easier Jury vas discharged and the defend
with 92.1 ser cent; Connecticut being to curb and regulate the big fellow ant! released under fl.tWO bond each
turd wttB 81.7: New York fourth wits than It will be to check the thirty tor a rehearing at the' next term of
781; Km JflKfcr fifth with 75.2; Call- court.
;

i

direct-primar-

'bug-bear-

"has-beens- ."
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Think About It!
THE

--

Window Frames,

Wainscotting,

Door Frames,
Dry Run Flooring

Ceiling,
Custom Work,

:r

f

Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks
In all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and
foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer ef money to all
parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms as are given by
any money transmitting agency public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of 4 per cent, per annum, on
six months' or years' time. Liberal advances made on
consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes all orders
of its patrons in the banking line, and aims to extend to them
as liberal treatment in all respects as is consistent with safety
and the principles of sound Ranking. Safety deposit boxes far
rent. J The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.

I

:

Estimates cheerfully furnished

We solicit a liberal share of your patronage.

ESTABLISHED IN 1870.
r

Office, Bar,, Bank and Church Fixtures; also General Cabinet
'
Work, Turning, Odd Jobs and Custom Work. All work

guaranteed satisfactory and prices reasonable.

Assistant Cashier.

: " $150,000
Capitar stock,
.S.urpius and Undivided Profits,
80,000

.Mj,

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
Mouldings,
Casings, Base,

Cashier.

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN NEW

Santa Fe Planing Mill
Sash, Doors,

READ,

F. McKANE,

MEXICO.

SANTA FE, N.

GENERAL AGENTS,

J.JL

OF SANTA FE.

Then Act!

COMPANY

MOULTON-ESP- E

PresJdeot

HUGHES,

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED?

sv

Scic P. M. HESCH, Jn & SON.

The Palace Hotel

to determine how much water can be
stored by a series of dams and made
available for irrigation purposes. It is
Under Their Efficient Management understood that the men back of this
effort will spend about -- one million
the Graveyard Has Been Greatly
:
WUHai Vitigl?!!, Prop;
dollars in developing the .fertile val
improved and Beautified.
leys and the splendid upland in this
One
Best Hotels in the
At the annual meeting of the stock- part of the southwest. Already'
holders of Fairview Cemetery, the of- railroad- is building from .Gerdendale
BOOMS
IN SUITS WITH PRIVATE BATH
ficers of last year were reappointed in LaSalle county eastward into the
as follows: Mrs. Palen, president; territory.
LiBrirn Samnla
sau
vQieiae
Mrs. Charles Bishop, vice president;
Table Service
Room for Com- ku
Mrs. Thomas, secretary.
The com- WHEAT, CORN, OATS
Unexcelled
mercial Traveleri
ARE SAGGING TODAY.
mittee appointed by the Woman's
Board of Trade to look after the
SANTA PB, NEW MEXICO
WASHINGTON AVENUE
care of the cemetery is Mrs. Palen, Bullish Reports From Russia Are Di
counted in Wheat Pit of Chi
chairman; Mrs. Charles Bishop,
Mrs. W2Ster,' secretary,
cago Grain Market.
and treasurer, Mrs. Thomas, Mrs.
Spitz and Mrs. Garrett. The ceme- (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago, 111., Aug. 12. A tendency
tery has been taken care of, under
the supervision of the above commit-- to discount bullish reports from Rustee. The new iron fence and brick sia weakened the wheat market to-RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE S IDEAL
opened easy
coping have greatly improved its ap- - day.
lower to
Tip,: Septeber started
pearance. In order to make a better
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
road in front, eight feet of land was at 93 to
varying from t-- down
to
committee
92
to
The
a
the
and
sank
to
like
advance,
county.
given
Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
wish to express their appreciation of reacted to 92
The close was
well lighted and ventilated,
them
been
the help that has
for September, s
given
steady at 92
Booms en suite with private bath an i phone.
.
by Mr. Cleofes Romero, superintend- i0ss of
.u . : i.
FINK SAMPLE ROOM.
ent of the penitentiary, by Mr. Wm.i corn sagged because'.ofi favorablo
CHEERFUL
DINING
Mr.
C.
Mr.
R.
Garrett.
and
RATES $2.50 TO
NorthTHOS. DORAN
in
weather
Bayer
Nebraska, Iowa and
ROOM. FINE CUISINE
uwen nas Deen most generous in iub ern Illinois.
Septemberr opened a
Proprietor.
$3.00 A DAY
matter of water rights. Funds for. 8nade to x.8 down at G5
to
the care of the cemetery are derived dr0pp(i to 65
ana rallied to 65
entirely from the- sale of lots and Tne close wag wecJt witn September
graves and from the yearly assess 14 lower at 65.
,
ments paid bysaid owners, rne erec-- i Oats suffered a decline owing to the
tion of the fence at a cost of about ,ack of demand DUt purchases on the
one tnousanq uoiiars was ma.u puB- - b
UDturn
k , d t
sible by the sale some years ago of December started
pff. at',4,4 ,3-a part of their land to the trustees
to
fell to 44
and then Short Orders run
for
School
Dumb
Day & Night.&Regular;MeaIs 25c.
of the Deaf and
rose to 44
,
,
three hundred and fifty dollars. This A resuic of limiteQ
Furnished
s
in
rooms
connection. Hot 4'Cold Batns. Electric! Lights
offerings,,
has been added to a little at a time
made an unexpected upward
"
222
San
by most careful expenditure of funds bound.
Francisco Street
G. LIPEHEKRERA, Prop
::
First sales were 5 to 10 higher
until at last the fence was possible with
. .tor,
46.35
at.;
January
pork;
for.
and is now entirely paid
8.47
for lard and 8.30 'tolf8.35 for
ribs.
FUNERAL OF JOHN
FAIRVIEW

OFFICERS

CEMETERY
ARE ALL

of the

West

-

MONTEZUMA

The-marke- t

HOTELS
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1-- 8

1-- 4

8

5-- 8
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Goronado; "Restaurant

8

8

2

2

rovi-sion-
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1-- 2

'

GATES AT PARIS.
vii)'-- ;

Two Hundred American Friend

Their Last Respects to

'

;

J.

How About That Fire Insurance?

'.

This week which would have bee1
so eventful for New Mexico, but for
Democratic skullduggery, closes with
a dark cloud hanging over the statehood prospects, the only silver lining
being the fact, or rather the certain
ty, of New Mexico's admission auto
matically next June or July.. Demo
cratic machinations have apparently
triumphed and the commonwealth will
be kept under territorial vassalage
another ten months but to believe that
the Democrats will reap the expect
ed advantage from this, would be to
doubt the patriotism of the people of
New Mexico. President Taft's veto
may not go in until next Wednesday
or later, as it seems likely that any
veto message he may write will be
submitted to the regular cabinet meeting on next Tuesday and that it will
be Wednesday at least before the
message is sent to Congress. As it
is very likely that the special session
will have adjourned by next Saturday, the prospects of action on statehood at this session seem very slim.
Still, there is hope, and the unexpected has happened so often in New
Mexico's statehood affairs, that it is
about time that the unexpected be favorable next week, rather than unfavorable as it has been so uniformly for sixty years.

R.

','(:

-
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THE NEW riLXICAN PRINTING COMPANY
PAUL A. F. WALTER
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER,

WHOSE IS THE BLAME?
Walter Williams, author, magazine!
writer, educator, yesterday started on)
a leisurely trip over the Santa Pel
Trail to this city, to write articles for
some twenty large newspapers in addition to sketches for the leading
The advertising to bs
magazines.
given will be of incalculable value.
Notice, that In his itinerary, he will
make only one diversion from the
Trail, and that is from Trinidad to
Canon City, and all those that will
follow him will make that diversion
after reading about- it in the newspapers and magazines.. , ,
And why? Because the: state of Co
lorado 4as builtf a Scenic Highway
from Canon City to the. top of the Royal Gorge. It was built by convict labor at state expense; it serves no
commercial purpose; it will merely
give the tourist a glance over the
brim of the Royal Gorge to the Arkansas below; it will reveal only one
sublime beauty spot such as the
Scenic Highway from Albuquerque to
Las Vegas by way of the Cliff Dwellings and the Pecos Reserve has a
thousand.
Isn't it contrary to public policy and
a great loss to New Mexico not to
complete that superb scenic highway
from Albuquerque to Las Vegas, after
having spent $20,000 to $30,000 upon
it? Isn't it wasting not only money
spent but the certain enormous prof
its of the investment,, to permit the
superb road already built to fall into
ruin? Who is to blame?

JT.

Deceased Today.

Pay

NAMES OF GRAND AND
PETIT JURORS ANNOUNCED.

'

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Paris, Aug. 12. The f uneral of John
W. Gates, was held today at the inter-denominaitonal American Church in
N
the Rue de Berry.
About 200 American friends and acquaintances of the family from all Rodriguez Marcus Gonzales, Bias Mi
parts of the United States were pres Bustos, Peffecto Gallegos, Flavio Val
'
encia, Epifanlo Valdez, .Sepero. Pa
ent.
,
The body will be taken to Cherbourg dilla, Isidoro Mares, Cosine Herrera,
Tuesday end placed on board the Carlos Archuleta, Pedro Yaldez, J. D.
Kaiser Wilhelm de Grpsse, which will Hart, Rafael Montoya, Thomas BuckCarlos
sail on the following day for New ingham, Antanaslo Munlz,
York. Mrs. Gates and Charles G. Ortiz, Jose Maria Gurule;
Pettt; Jurors.
Gates will accompaniy the body.
The petit Jurors "areClay Klnsell,
Juan Chavez,
SOLDIERS MOVE SIX HUNDRED '. Antonio A. Fresquez,
TONS OF F00DSTUFF8i Pablo Gonzales, David Gonzales, Manuel Vigih Francfcoo,OIlvas, Epifanip
Strikers at Liverpool Look on Sullen. Mora, Felix Lopez, J. H. Gerdes, Au!
ly But Make No Move Aaaint . ; gusta Ramirez Meliton Ortega,. At
).;
bino Encralas) H. C,' Klnsell, Ramon
Glistening 'Baypriett.
Velarde, Juan Madrid, .Damien; Luce-ro-,
'Luciario Quintana, "Adolfo Maes,
(Bv Special Leaned Wire to New Mexican)
Liverpool, Eng.,' 'Aug.' 12. Armed Francisco Gurule,; D. S. Lowitzki, Patf
With sabers and carbines and furnish. taleon Jaramillo, "Jacobo
Montoya,'
.
ed with' ball catridges, strong detach Jose Barreros, J. F. Williams,
ments of troops succeeded in effect, Goebel, Nicolas Baca, Euphenio. Arof goods which chuleta, Fernando Duran, Ed Andrews,
ing the removal-toda- y
have been tied nip at the central de- Eugenio Gabaldon, Francisco Monpots by the striking dockmen and car toya, Francisco Roybal, Lucrecio Roy
x
riers.
bal, Beatriz Vigil, Frank McKane. ,
Six hundred tons of foodstuffs were
For summer ciarrnoea In children
moved In one procession. The strikers looked on sullenly but showed no always give- - Chamberialnfs Colic,
disposition for a conflict with th Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy and
castor oil, and a speedy cure is cer
,
soldiers.
.
tain. For sale by all dealers.
SIOUX CITY POLICE
Herewith are some bargains offered
SOLVING MURDER MYSTERY.
b the New Mexican Printing earn-Decaying Remain cf Woman Whose pany: Cede ef Civil Preoedure ef the
Head Had: Been Crushed,
Territory of New M extea, 1897. sheep
-.
Found on Farm.
bound. Si; paper bound. 75c. Missouri
!
(P-W
Mr)eam Pleading forms,; It; I Missouri Coda
jf,iv
to12.
Sioux City, Aug.
The. police
Pleadings. M; the' two for 116.
day are trying to solve a murder mysto New Mexico Code, Laws
tery brought to their attention by Adapted
'
the discovery of a mangled" body yes
s
and
fi.26;
terday of a woman on a farm "two English
ful.' leather
ft. f, Sheriff's Flexible
miles south of the city.
The woman had been dead about Cover Pocket Dockets, single, ILK;
two er more books,
' "
esxk. (Nw
V,
two weeks.
Supreme Court Reports, Me
Her head was crushed and her body
was in such a condition that identifi- S and l Inclusive, $3.3 each,
' - pilaUea Corporation Lsvws, 76 c
cation was Impossible.' '
Bullet wounds.ifronvva revolver wer
Mining Laws, (ft ' Ktmey
'
found in the arms.
tttest ef New Kmc Resorts. M7
sheen.
t; full list anhoel blanks.
MILLION D0LLAR8 FOR
' SERIES OF IRRIGATION DAMS.
Happiest (Ari In. Lincoln.
A Lincoln, Neb., girl writes: "I had
Ban Antonio, Texas,' Aug. 12. One
of the great development undertakings been ailing for some time with
which has not attracted wide atten- chronic, constipation" and stomach
tion until lately is that which to in trpnble. , I began taking Chamber
progress in the vicinity of Fowlerton lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets and
seventy miles south of this city. For In three days I was bI,tP M.np and
am the
got better right along.
glneers have been at work along the proudest girl in Lincoln to Had such
Frio river and some of the larger g good medietas. For stk) by aji
tributaries of that straaCM an effort c
-

FaftL

Wells

The following Jare' the tames i of
grand Jurors drawn for the territorial
court of Santa Fe county:
Grand Jurors Caesario de la Ora,
Anastacio Busto .Mignel jiRodrlguez,
Juap Maes, Luciano Orfega, Porflrio
Olivas. E. Y. Park Lucland- - Maestas,
Mateo Armtjo, Manuel Padilla, Jose
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UNITED STATES BANK

S TRUST CO.

CAPITAL 80,000.00
a General Banking Business

Does

PAGE FIVE

and they will be settled by the end of made to build a new court house' and
the week.
make improvements In harmony with
SOCIAL AND PE3S9IAL
Probate Clerk George W. Armijo other developments.
and County Treasurer Celso Lopez
have gone to Taos county on business. ANGELO MARENO IS
JOY OF THE MORNING.
FOUND KIDNAPERS ARRESTED.
They will be back toward the end of
I hear you, little bird.
next week.
Angelo Mareno of Chicago, who had
above the broken
Shouting
Miss Anna Phillips, who was ths been kidnapped, was found within a
wall,
euest of the Misses Snitz for
few blocks of his father's home in
Shout louder yet; no song can tell itlweeks and whfthas many friends in
ven of his kidnapers have
Chicago.
I
aI''
Santa Fe, has arrived at her home in been arrested.
Sing to my soul in the
deep, still ! vew York Citv.
wood;
Miss Isabel Walker, daughter of Mr
Tis wonderful
the wildest and Mrs. John H. Walker, is visiting
' beyond
wprd,!her uncle, Addison Walker and wife
I'd teli it too if I could:
OF AMERICA
at Denver, who formerly were resi- SWITZERLAND
dents of Santa, Fe.
THE VALLEY RANCH
Oft when the white, still dawn
Two of the automobiles of the party
Lifted the skies "and pushed the hills that went: to Pecos
broke
yesterday
'
'
The PLACE, the TIME for a VACATION
apart,
down and their passengers came into
I've felt It like a glory In my heart
Santa Fe from Glorieta on the Santa
Ihe rainy season is closed.
(The world's mysterious stir)
FISHING SEASON is
Fe train at midnight.
open. There
But had no throat like yours, my bird, Mrs. Secudino Romero is ill at her The
no
is
better
in this coun I
fishing
.Nor such a listener.
home on the Boulevard with an attry than at Valley Ranch ; also
..
Edwin Markham.'
tack of heart trouble. Her condition
hunting, horseback riding, ten- - I
was reported as somewhat improved
M. R. Williams of Las Vegas, is
etc., combined with the ifl
nis,
today. Las Vegas Optic.
best of board, the best of baths.
here on Masonic business.
Hon. T. B. Catron of this city and
. Rev. S. Alonzo Bright of AlbuquerJohn H. Riley of Colorado Springs, ine oest of everything.
que is a visitor in the Capital.
have gone to Tularosa, Otero county.
Rates, $12 to $15 Per Week.
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Adams are New
Curry who was to have
York touriBts at the Montezuma.
A postal will brio? vou an ilfus- them, remained over to
G. Cobbett,
. Reginald
the Tesuque accompanied
trated booklet or the tipper Pecos free.
in the statehood
watch'
developments
rancher, is at the Montezuma hotel.
situation.
Mrs. S. M. Day of Baltimore, is a
Address, THE VALLEY RANCH,
A fine picture of Miss Mary McFie,
sightseeer in the city. She is at the
and
of
Mrs.
McFie,
daughter
Judge
Montezuma hotel.
Valley Ranch, N. M.
The card clubs are not meeting this appears in the catalogue for
of the Sherwood Musical Institute in
afternoon, because of the funeral of
Chicago, ,of which Miss McFie is one
i
Mrs ;M. J. Warner.
of the valued
instructors in vocal
J. G. Malone, a hardware salesman
' "
of St. Louis, Is calling on the trade.!
.Z""1
rKESH BREAD AND CAKE
'
Mr, and Mw. S. Spitz gave a card
He is at the Palace. : "
at their home on
"ally. 0 LOaveS Mfie Bread, iSC
The Rev. J. C. Ross Is here from Al- party Tuesday night
avenue in honor of Mrs. Confectionery. Fruits and Groceries
East.
Palace
buquerque and called on friends at Amado "Chaves, formerly of Santa Fe
the Allison Mission School. now of Albuquerque, and Mrs. resh CreamPuffs Wednesday & Saturd ay
Mrs. E. Cooney of Chicago, is vis and
rnone, 15Z Ked.
Kajin, of yew Tork City. The house
iting Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Linney was prettily" decorated with sweet;
AMADO GUTIERREZ,' PROP.
at their home on Griffin street
Jesse Nusbaum of the School of peas.
Owing to the death of Mrs. M. J.
American Archaeology left this morn
Phone 49 Main
Phone 49 Main
who has been a member of'
Warner,
foe
the Rito after a short visit in the
ing
W. Kearney Chapter, of
Stephen
the city.
this city, since its organization,
it
Miss Josephine W. Dudrow and
has been decided to postpone the D. A. ,
her young daughter Lillian have re- R.
ball for which elaborate arrange-- ,
turned from a trip to Denver and oth ments have been
already made until j
'
er points.
j
a later date.
W. D. Shea of. the Denver and Rio
J. M. C. Chavez, Jr.. returned this
Grande left this forenoon for the San noon from
which included San
Luis valley, Colorado, to spend three Antonio anda"trip
Texas. He de-- !
Galveston,
or four days.
clared it was excessively hot in the
E; B. Crane of the forestry depart Lone Star state and that he was
F,aLC
glad V"
ment, is back from Buckman and his to be in New Mexico again. He will ulCtiOIl
IS
to
are
him
In
see
many friends
glad
leave for his home at Abiquiu, Rio V.
,
,
Santa Fe again. ..
on Monday.
j
Miss Helen Porterfield has returned Arriba county,
Mr. and Mrs. Horation L. King who
from a week's visit with relatives in
fUp, KfQt
ITldr-F- e.
from New York, are in Santa
register
Albuquerque and, will remain in Santa
Mr. King is a magazine writer of
fOTuS OF
Fe to 'attend school.
note and comes from Atlanta, Ga. His
Cards ' have been issued by Mrs.
articles have appeared in all of the
TO OUT Old
Lamy and Mrs.' Wheelon for an at
of
the
and
country
magazines
leading
fic4home Wednesday, Aug. 16, from 4 to 6
he came to Santa Fe to gather materi
p. m. at 315 Palace avenue.'
al for a write-usimilar and yet dif- Sheriff CharleB Closson went to Al- frTlt from that rf fica Aonaa C yy
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NEW STOCK OF BEAUTIFUL PATTERNS
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cotton.

Take Our Adrift and Look Them Over
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SUNOS.

WAISTS
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!n the District Court for the County
of Santa Fe, Territory of New Mexico.
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It Won't Cost You Anything
enquire about or look at that dwelling aged two weeks, the infant dying a day
house bargain. Joseph B. Hayward, after its abandonment as the coroner's , jury found 'fromi exposure.
it rnnrvc Manager.
She accuses Tomas Fkores, son of Ze- Campaign Against Weeds.
! raldo
Flores of Las Vegas, of being
Is
The campaign against the weeds
in
In hnth citv and town tn& fatner- - Epimenio Gallegos con- QNE of the first requisites of a modern home is an
and vacant lots and back yards are f8sed that h bad helped the mother
sanitary plumbing equipment To
carrv the child to the doorstep of Ger- being rid of the weed nuisance, This
the domestic health and to keep
TRY ONE FOR
helDs to eradl- - aluo "res wnere it was iounq. a
rhnrnneh p.leanine-ur- i
is out for
the home thoroughly clean and
res 'and Galle- a long
the AX I
YOUR SUNDAY DINNER r cate
lUWitrU lUaivillg LUC uuilllliuillkj
wholesome at all times, 'plumbucaiiir gos has been arrested.
kj V 1UI
till.
ing fixtures affording absolute
been a minimum of sickness, due in MRS. ELLA REESE BREAKS
and perfect sanitation are a
HAYWARD'S
MARKET a large measure it is believed to the
INTO JAIL AGAIN,
prime necessity.
willingness of property owners to
keep their premises free from filth, This Time She WaswLeavinq Town
92... P hope.. ..92
"tmhfefd" plumbing fixtures
,
to Avoid Summons and is
and our expert mechanics will
Arrested for Contempt.
make your bathroom attractive
(By Special Leased Wir io rrew Mexican
and inviting.
Iola, Kans., Aug, :12. Mrs. s. Ella
Let us give you an estimate.
Reese, who after four days in Jail and
threatened with a period of wjpjfk on
FOR SALE BY
the city rock pile, was parddifted yesterday by Mayor Bollinger and re
&
Co.
CLARENDON GARDENS.
Phone 12. SANTA FE, N. M.
leased over the protest of Judge D.
B. 3). Smeltzer, who sentenced her,
was arrested again today and Is back
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Andrews "Cash" no.

4

night of the Plaza Fete wish to thank
the Boy Scouts for their polite behavior and courteous assistance.
Horse Race Monday Monday, an
exciting hors race will take place at
Albuquerque between Sheriff Closson's
Lady Palantine and Rosie Dick,
sports are reported to have
gambled thousands of dollars on the
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Eighty-five-year-ol- d

.

Forty-year-ol- d

Albu-querqii- e

AND

BAKERY

GROCERY

MARKET

-

d

EVERYTHING THERE IS TO EAT.

Staple and Fancy, Imported and Domestic.
Veal, Lamb, Beef, Mutton, Sausage, Fish and

GROCERIES
MEATS-Po- rk,

Home-Dresse- d
Hens.
BAKERY Bread, Pies, Cakes, Doughnuts, Cream Puffs, Coi-f- ee
. . . .
Cake, Buns, Rolls, Etc.
WATERMELONS AND CANTALOUPES.
VEGETABLES Celery, Egg Plant, Cauliflower, Cabbage, Onions, Radishes, Lettuce, Green Chile, Bell Peppers, Turn- -'
Parsley, Garlic, Cucumbers,
ips, Beets, Carrots, Tomatoes,Home-Grown
Cora.
Squash, Soup Bunches and

Akers-Wagn-

.

Phone No. 4.

F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.

1

J

4

,

I

er

Mar-quet-

4

j

Turquoise, Laveliers,
Amethysts,

Opals,
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GOLD AND SILVER

V.'e roccnmerd Valtbam Watches
because we heiieve them to he the
btst. Our stock offers a wide as-

FILIGREE

sortment of
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and talk Ketch with us. It will
and it may profit you
w'l explain what constitutes

"It's Time

You Owned a H'altham."
show you ths exqui
tjtclv Ihin mojel Waltbams of
the Colonial
Series
and will
rame the Waltham movement
lest
u:ed to your require,
vfiYi
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The Jeweler
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Twenty-Five-Ya-

Waltham W atches
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large lot
Goods

received--- a
Second-han- d
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Munir

Oh, You Kids!

I

The Modern Home

I
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safe-gua-
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Also

Carpets

and

Rugs

That will go at a low prices. Call

O

and get prices.

HOUSE FOR RENT

Cut Flowers--All

DAVID LOWITZK1

Varieties

Santa Fe Hardware

Supply

o
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Sale

MADE TO MEASURE SUITS, COATS AND SKIRTS

t

f

w

E ANNOUNCE a Grand Introductory Sale made to measure Suits, Coats and Skirts to cele
brate our third season as exclusive representatives of the American Ladies' Tailoring Co.
re
of Chicago. We inust quickly introduce this marvelous
service to the ladies of
this cityi It is to our interest to prove in an impressive; positive, certain way the advantages
in supplyingjyou your fall suit or single gannent made to your own measure, Therefore, we!
'
!
offer you extraordinary inducements.
made-to-measu-

we-offe-

WE GUARANTEE YOU
SATISFACTION. WE
WILL FILL YOUR ORDER IN 10 DAYS.
THING NOW READY

EVERY-

::::::

WE HAVE FOR YOUR IMMEDIATE INSPECTION the AMERICAN LADIES' TAILORING CO.'S
GRAND PORTIFOLIO OF FASHION AND FABRICS. We show their complete line of handsome' materials 180 of themand we show their rich fashion plates of all the new styles. We are how in readiness to
serve our patrons and all who are interested in this perfect
tailoring as they never have
been served. Our showing is distinctly a style and smart dress event. It will engage the attention of crit-- "
cat women, for it brings to this city advantages in buying suits or single coats and skirts such as have been
available in only Chicago and New York at far greater prices. Put off all arrangements for Fall buying
until you see us.
made-to-measu- re

" We Invite and Urge Every Woman to Call."

Sao "Francisco St.

SMIMOBJ

r

